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PADUCAH, KY., TUESDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 17, 1907

PERILOUS RIDE
DIDN'T LIKE CLIMATE 1
OF BRAKEMAN TEACHER GOES HOME

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

JUDGE BROWN
MONUMENT IS
SPEAKS TONIGHT
NOW ASSURED

Failing to Stoop at Bridge Professor Thinks Tkere is too
Was Struck by Beam.
Much Malaria Here,

Should be GivenCood Hearing Mr. Tighlman and I. D. C.
by Citizens.
Reach Decision,

Fell Unconscious Mid Was carried Spent Two Days Investigating (11for Miles on Fast Flying h:ngine
magic Conditions and Then
Hands in Resignation.
—Crew Did Not Know,

Noted Jusist and Founder of Juvenilee
(seins—Wats Father Id
Anti-Cigarette Lae.

DISCOVERED AT PADUCAH VARDs A NEW TEACHER IS EXPECTED.

IVA l'U RE

FREE

'III

of Newel confederate General
Makes Liberal Provision to Per.
petuate Father's Memory.

PU RUC. ENIPLOIS A

NOTED

SCULPTolt,

After a hasty inquisition into the
Unconscious and with the crew
Ignorant of his perilous position. Sam duties of a position he expected to
Adams, 3S years old, a brakeman on fill; slso into the climatic condition
the Illinois Central, was carried at of this end of Kentucky, Professor
the rate of 4•0 miles an hour into Pa- B. F. Hooker, of Chattanooga, Tenn,
ducah on. toe of the tender of a big decided that there was too much mafreight engine, discovery of his con- :ar.a floating about in Padurah's air
dition being made just as the train channels, and with a graceful courwas being pulled into Paducah de- tesy, bowed himself out of the posi•
yards. lie is at home, No. 8412 tent yesterday. As a Ansequence.
South Tenth street, with ugly wounds Superintendent John Oarnagey had
tit
fe'rebead and bead. en& wililie tosevere foe meeker tear-her to take
his place, and the High school I.
confined for some time.
struggling
with a shortage of one
Adams was standing on top of the
engine tender when Cumberlated teacher.
Professor Hooker arrived from
bridge was reached. He neglected
Chattanooga Sunday. He registered
to stoop to escape the cross beams,
at a local hotel, but failed to report
and met one suddenly. It took him
to Superintendent Car nagey until
across the forehead just above the
Monday. He had been investigating
eyes, and laid the flesh open to the
(+emetic conditions.
Said Prohi'.otin Maine to Pronibition Georgia: "Koro's looking - t you."
When he did
Anne. Falling lifeless to the tender
show up and investigate Into the duFrom Puck. copyright, 1907. By permission.
he !truck the bask of his head on
ties of a High school teacherehip.de
coal and inflicted another serious
sided that Paducah was not the place
wound. The tender foreetately was
for him.
CIRCUS AND RAILROAD
flat and Adams' body was not Peeled
"I telegraphed to Prof. C. d. Peoff by the shaking of the ens:laws as it
MEN SPEND MONEY
rett. of Ewing, who is said to be an
whirled around curves and up and
excellent tutor." stated Superintenddown grades to Paducah. When
ent Carnagey this morning. "and infound Adams had jest revived from
streeted him to report at once. He
Merchants Have Good Trade
the Mock.
resides just outside the town, and
delay may be occasioned in deliverAliDay Yesterday-Desirieg of witnessing the Wal- Patrolman John McCune. lie rustled
Derailed('Sr Causes Excitement.
ing my message. However, I hope to
woExeltemene and confusion reigned
the
thee
found
aged
house
and_
an
liagenbsuet circus parade and
here him installed and
Postoffice Busy.
working lace &
In the local Illinois Ceetral yard
handicapPed by their mother's weak man tied hand and foot, and lying
Meade). before the week is out."
lice last night, and attaches left the
on the floor. Her lags were also tied
There are 950 pupils enrolled In minded condition, negro children reoffice in haste, doing circus stunts
to the bed poet, and his first thought
Washington school building this year
siding near 'Thirteenth and Clay was of robbery
The advent of the combined Hathreetith windows and every other
But quickly loosen&rabbet, S70 for the saute period last
streets yesterday bound their mother ed the ropes and the email declared tgentsack & Wallace circuses" into Paavenue. of escape. They thought an
year. In the High school a remarkahand lead foot and tied her to the her children were res emaible for her ducah was felt in manly ways. Finale
engine was coming through the (O- ble Increase
is noted.
ho,.
post while they went to town to condition. Wbees tley returned the dally it made itself felt with merbed
Senior (lase Elects Oftletws.
!chants. Althongh It carried away a
A. switch engine war set-king with
The senior class has elected offi- see the bright wagons, caged animals..facts In the matter were discovered.
and other attractions of the sweet Her children feared if left alone,!great deal of cash. it left a great deal.
the eireus train, kicking cars about. cers for the year.
Miss Eunice Robparade.
passing tracks and hurrying the dr- ertson, was made president,
'their mother might wander out or do!the weekly pay day coming on Monand Mr.
day and giving our merchants an opScreams attracted the attention of iherself bodily harm.
ew; train into order of departure Will Rock class editor for
the ish. +portunity to reap the benefit
MerOne large car proved balky and the koodah, the school journal. The labchants report a brisk business, about
engine gave it an extra hard itiset koodah will be published regularly
SAW FIRST CIRCUS
equally divided between showmenand
"
It swayed from WS; to side on the this year. the first edition appearing BOYS BAR THE WAY
railroad employes. the latter having
uneven track, and %ben passing the newt month.
TO CIRCUS GROUNDS IN THIRTY.SEVEN YEARS monthly pay day yesterday.
yard office *ruck the hay windows in
This week it is expected that meeti
Over $1,000 In Money Orders.
the upper story.
ings will be held In the High school
Spainters flew In every direction for the purpose of selecting a class
At the Postoffice clerks were kept
Jalitt s ileinii, chief engineer wribusy both
Mischievous boss last evening barand one side of the projection was motto for the senior class; also class
morning and afternoon.
red the most convenient way to the Ayer and
went to his first sh"'Over Steele
torn away. The damage amounted colors.
was sent away by circus
Football practice begins this after- circus ground, but the barriers were cus einee Islet last night, and sayslemployes In money orders, ,money
to little, but the accideast d emoralhied the force of clerks for some noon, apd the High schnol team'ex- goon torn down by an impatient and he enjoyed it very much. "I found;neing sent to all parts of the globe.
preeene—nee circus-Quite& dtifs4slestinted
petite to perfeet a rods' of etgrieerim- disappointed crowd. Cars deice,
ttme.
McFadden, money order clerk
passengers at the Washington school ent affair front those of my boyhood'stated
possible to heat.
that to enumerate the many
building on West Broadway. Con- days. 37 years azo. Then the biggeeti towns and
Hospital I) 'riot's alert.
countries he filled out orcrete walks at the school afforded shows only 11:.,1 one ring and a few !der blanks for,
STANDARD 011..
At a meeting of the Illinois Cenwould be impossible
Chicago, Sept. 17.— Judge
tral hospital board of directors which
easy traffic to Kentucky avenue from animals and horeea, and one or two : C. Johnson.
for years employed
clownw,
eau
fancy the con
so eou
Grosscup, in federal court today
Broadway, but big gates barred the
will doubtless be called for this
-about local restaurants and hotels In
way. For more than half an hour trast between then and now. I en :Paducah.
fixed the bond for the appearmonth, the installation of an eteetris
had the "feed contract" for
mods.n
joyed
the
day show very i
Ittlee of the Standard Oil comelevator will probably be authorized
crowds turned back at the gate and
;the big circuses. He contracts for
a feed.ng
pany of Indiana in its appeal
The ,need of such a convenience has
walked several squares back
to much however, and think it is
employes, and is said he has
t
front Judge Landis' decision at
Twelfth street and around to Ken- wonderful insetlitiont"
been felt since the building of the boa
a. "good thing" in the agreement.
tucky avenue. Firmly several strong
four
pital. At present patients are raised
milliona. Standard
Oil
Yesterday morning the mail agent
l
LEGISLATIVE CONVENTION
I'
to upper floors for operations on a
patty of New Jersey accepted
men plated their shoulders to the
Ifor the shows appeared at the post
as metsrity.
band power elevator, which is too
gates and forced them open. laces
ionic° with mail bags. He carried
slow and hard to manage.
hid placed a large pile of bricks Will He Held l'Y '
l i"""e`nwrill
'
en"laway In the morning a full load. and
cieui Itep11111 Watts.
The board will have a great deal
against them on the Kentucky avenue
Will Locate in Texas.
again in the afternoon was weighted
of routine work to perform, part of
W. 1. Broeirman and wife, of Kevil. side. "Supt. John Carnagey, of the
Smithland Ky., Sept. 17. (Special.) down with mail matter
It is stated
which will be acceptance of concrete have returned from a trip to Herker, city school., stated this morning that —The' Republican's of Livingston and by
clerks In the postoffie. departpaving
•front of the hospital, and Texas, where they have been pros- the gates were not closed by his or- Crittenden counties will meet in mass went that he secured
altogether as
other , repairs and improvements pecting.
conventions at the county *eats to- much mail as the heaviest
A great number of
Mr ders.
laden carmade about the building since the Brockman's neighbors also
morrow to instruct delegates to a dig- rier delivers in one day, two
went
deliverlast istard meeting.
down and they are very much enam- MRS. FAUNTLEROY DIES
trict convention to he held Saturday IPS. Letters came from all,
parts of
ored of the country and, propose to
AFTER lAaNG ILLNESS, at Marton to name A Republkan nom- the globe.
locate there.
Mrs. Lillie Fauntieroy, 27 years inee from that legislative dIstrirt.
Railroad Gets Some Coin.
POST CARD FAD
It is probable that but one name,
old, !wife of "Tab" Fauntleroy, a
The Illinois Central railroad colCouncil
Circus.
Prominent farmer of the Woodville that of Albert Butler. will be before looted several huldrod
GROWS IN FAVOR Meeting or theSees
dollars from
councilmanie board section. died last' evening of a com- the convention
Mr. Butler was
the circus for repairing cars. Thirty
was postponed last night until toplication of nervous diseases after an dieted In trle. Livingston circuit court ears were repaired yesterday
while
night, Many of the members were abillness of several weeks. She was for libel, but the CaPP was recently the shows were exhibiting,
and while
The souvenir post card fad in Pa- sent, and those in attendance voted
born in this county, being the young- dismissed on motion of the Prottecn- the total repair bill Is not dirsulged,
ducah is not on the wane, by any to adjourn and attend the circus.
est dartghter of the late Dr.-B. 1'. tion, and his nomination for repre- It is said the total will be nearly Vette
means, a tact easily proven in the
Matehall, of Woodville. She leaves sentative will be made in the light of
THE WEATHER.
sale ofone cent stamps in Paducah.
a mother and two sisters. Mrs. Jeff,fr vindication by his friends. He Is
& Company have
and the sale of souvenir post cards
Coffee and Mrs. Jerome Harris, of very popular aird his friends are con- secured the contract for new shades
by local dealers. During :August a
this meaty, and two small children. fident he will win in the general elec- for all the city school buildings, and
total-of 7's,000 one cent stamps were
The funeral was held this morneie tion.
are now /Wing the order.
sold here. Most of thrn were for
at MeKendree church, burial in
souvenir poet cards, and September
Odd Fellow cemetery near
bide fair to outdo Its predecessor in
thd
church.
one cent stamp sales, judging from
the start made.
Score Killed in Wreck.

1

Mr. Frederick B. Tightman of New
This evening at 8:30 o'clock at
the Kentucky theater. Judge Willis York City, son of the late General
Brown, of Salt Laike City, Utah, will Lloyd TighIntan, a gallant Paducah
speak to the citizena of Paducah, to soldier who fel: during the Civil war,
arouse an interest In the juvenile arrived in the city last night
to
court in this city. It ai quite anhon- visit his old home and to consult the
or for Paducah to have captured local order of the Daughters of the
Judge Brown and he should be greet- Confederacy and
James Waltiert
ed by a packed house. He is accus- camp of Confederate Veterans, with
tomed to immense audiences In the reference to a statue to his distin'
_chicle he aerate. The
guished fathere _h.e_ Vtv.... _to -erectcourt is the most helpful work of the in Paducah. Lang park has been deChristian era in boy efe, and reaches cided upon as the rite for the statue.
a depth that has hitherto been un- and Mr. Tighiman visited it today
gounded. Judge Lightfoot, who has with president cif the park commishad recent experience with juvenlis sioners, Dr. D. G. Murrell, Mee- B. If.
court needs in Paducah, recognized Scott and other Confederate veterans,
the urgent need of Judge Brown in and was very much pleased with it.
The plans for the park have
Paducah, and heartily co-operated,
been
not just endorsed only, with the el'o- draen with the understanding that
man's club, to secure him. Judge the statue j to be placed in the cenBrown stands at the head of this ter and the drawings were shown
great philanthropic work in America Mr. Tighlman today, Work on the
and is the fattier of the anti-ciga- park haebeen plogreeeing slowly on
rette law as well. He will soon sail account of the difficulty the commisfor Europe to further this work there. sioners have had in getting dirt to
He Is an able and magnetic speaker properly grade it, but the contracand citizens of all classes and ages tors promise to have it completed in
should hear him. It is urged that all two or three weeks.
Last evening Mr. TIghltnan met
the men and boys especially be pros
ent but the ladies will be interested with members of the local chapter,
as well.
The lecture is entirely Daaghters of the Confederacy, at
without charge for admission, Only Mrs. Jame* Koger's residents*,
He
the boxes have been sold to meet eateI regarding the meeting:
"We
the expenses of the theater. All tendiscussed the matter
of
erecting a memorial at length, and
et seats are absolutely free.
reached a definite decision. Mr.etson,
one of the best sculptors in the
INDIANA POLITICS.
country. will be given the matter to
Indianapolis. Sept. 17.—The
work out. He will model in clay for a
gubernatorial candidscy of (see
cast and then have a bronse.
ereeranan Watson has rotting
tigers
moulded.
The size sell be heroic,
the Issiirban ks-Itevrid
e
ge clans in
about eight feet high, mounted on a
Indiana into an open tight. Watgranite base.
The base will of
son is Fairbanks' candidate,
couse correspond in height with the
nhlie Beveridge. is supporting
figure, the total height from base to
former Attorney General Miller.
peak being 16 feet.
If the fight continues Fairbanks
"I will leave here tomorrow evenwill not get the solid Indiana
ing for Vietsburg where I will meet
delegation to the national Reecrninissioners of the national pare
publican convent le en.
and confer with them relative to a
muffler-lel to my father. I will say in
KISSING CASE.
regard to the memorial to be erecters
level:laid, Sept.
1 T.— ft er
here, that it will be second to none,
a trial lasting threv days. Preand an object of which the city can
• siding Elder Henthorne ens deeasily justly feel proud. How peen N.
clared not guilty by East Ohio
will he finished can not be -determinmetheelist
conference
Today.
ed. It may be two years. A mechanic
He was charged with kissing a
might rush a job through, but an artyoung women.
ist working on -such a job will never
be satisfied until he has gotten the
F:NGLISH DERRY.
very best out of himself."
New York, Sept. 17.—John E.
Mr. Tighiman is 60 years old. hut
madden has nominated six yeardoes not look it. When he came to
lings for the English Derby in
Paducah he was but nine years old,
Itiote The sa line individuals are
het remembered vividly many points.
nein minted for the grand Prix
Ile found only a few residents here
De Paris, the richest event of the
he knew in his boyhood, and hut few
French turf.
remaining landmarks. He wait surprised at the growth and progress of
CHICAG0
the city. eemplimenting the progresthicago. Sept. 17.—t'Meager
sive spirit in evidence in every localiwill decide today whether the
ty he was taken through in his drive
city shall have a-new charter. If
this morning.
the charter is athepted eApendittires for the maintenance of all
DAV OF AToNENIF:NT
city departments will reat entirely with the mayor, coming diWill in celebrated at Jewish Temple
rectly under his control. There
With Spietial Services.
is considerable optweitien to this
centralization of power+.
sesv,iie eel be he-id
at
Tempe. testis the rvening and to-.
WKINLEV MONUMENT.
morrow' in releleeeen of the "Day
Canton, 0., Sept. 17.—The
if Atononont " The subject
for totrnestee of the National McKinley
night will be "Seeking and Finding
Memorial aseocintiort is in VA's.
God." Tomorrow morning at 10 the
mem today cmpletin
o
g arrangesubject well be "Sin and Atonements
ments for the dedication of the
and in the svening, at 7:30 the subMcKinley
amen(
Friday.
ject wet be "Renewal of Heart and
A
g members present are SecSpirit '
retary of the Treasury Cortelyou
and Vice President Fairbanks.
stenographer Goes To Louisville.
'Miss Mettle Brown, formerly stn..
EXPL(K4IIIN.
nographer in the office of Attorney C.
Tokio. Sept. 17.—An explosC. Grasshant, left this morning for
ion is reported on the Japeneee
Louisville to reside. She has been for
battleship Kashima in which a
several years connected as stenogratwelvesinch shell exploded causing
pher with the biggest law offices in
forty casualties.
Paducab. Her family left several days'
ago. Miss Brown has accepted a poA PPEA L TO ('N IONS.
sition in the offices, of the Aetna Inleacwe daily in, it wilt increwee thetconsin anti that
the value of the tete4
WaithingTen, Fleet:
siuranee company.
price of milk and daily products the product of the
miss Frances
state is $46,0•00,0iX1 a
dent Gompere of the American
JOhnnon, of Fourth and Clark streets,
first of the month. Milk is now sell- year?" said a
prominent dairyman
Federatien of bettor, today ishas succeeded Mina Brown in Attoring for 22 cents and will be 27 after today. "One wonders
where all the
retied an appeal to orgalized
ney Grasshanes office.
the first of the month. Butter will be cheese goes to, but
It is a tact that
hoe for funds to -assist 'striking
proportionately.
Increased
This, there is quite a severity
of the protelegraphere
Untpire May Recover.
however, is the usual increase ince duct and the price
Is vary Om."
.
St.
Louie.
,5i ,J.,
season.
*RilThe Pasture . The Price of
dent to the fall
eggs and peultry, no,
Father H. vir. Jensen. who was ine, who was injured -by II poP
_15 0,e,pf andte-sletietteassees--ever- tielibt.
s
.
will also increase eitortly and jnred Sanctity night'in the head
while bottle thrown at the bail park SunPease'
, increase as a" result,+
the poor housekeepers. who have been Itrying to escape being
struck by ' a day, hi resttng easy today. Physic"Do you know there are over 2.600 bewailing the inereased
price of every street ear, is out on the streets to- ians say he
has a spWndid chance of
cheese factories in the state of Wile thing "will have to pay
the freight^'day.
recovery,

Children Tie Mother to Bedpost
That They Might See Parade.

l

11111••••••

Eateon, Pa, Sept. I7.---A score o[
MEIPIR'ALL SOCIETA"
persons were injured in a coltish);
MEETS THIS AFTERN(X)N.
between a freight and the through
Indoor meetings of the McCracken
Buffalo express on the Lehigh Valley
County Medical society were resumed
read iti Pattentaurg ttinnel tide
this afternoon, the society meeting
ing. All the injured were in
with Dr. 3: T. Reddlek in the Coalmsmoker. A greater number were
ine, building. Features of the meetto continue their journey, ,
ing
be lwo papers. Dr. Reddlek
reading a paper on "Sareonla Cal
. Footled! Corlett Hurt.
(-Intakes and Dr. I.. E. Young on
fleece? Reed, son of Circuit eiw ge
r €.•-•
"Angiomo
Mphatiaginel " 46111.111.1.
and
111110iIIMINIMOI "William Reed, and
covet for the eSe
ilsaisieses.of imeert-anca_ Walt he..treme-,1........... ..
le feotbsil team.' dittiOtelifed three
woad at the meeting. the find since
, fingers In explaining a difficult play
the Metropolis lake meeting telei ates
Perils 'Newly tonight and Skeelivere last evening. 'He atniek
he hand
Pral - iveeki ago,
day,
againet a playe's
r arm.

€1.30U D'\'Y

Dairymen Will Increase Price
of Milk and Butter to Consumers.

_-a

-sees-

k

itrAhs

PADS TWO

JAIL

PURELY 11UDGE BREATHITT
•VEGETABLE OPENS CAMPAIGN

S. S. S. is recognized everywhere not only as the best of all blood purifiers and the greatest of all tonics, but the one medicine that can be taken
with absolute safety by everyone. Young or old, those in robust health, or
those whose systems are delicate and run-down, may use it with the same
good results, aud equally without fear of any unpleasant or injurious after
effects. Next in importance to removing the cause of any disease is the
condition in which the system is left after a course of medical treatment.
Medicines containing mercury, potash or other strong mineral ingrediects
often do permanent injury by eating oat the delicate lining and tissues of
the stoinaca, producing chronic Dyspepsia, unfavorably affecting the bowels,
and so deranging the system otherwise, that even if the original disease had
been remcn ed from the system it is left in such a weakened and deranged
condition that the health is permanently impaired. S. S. S. enjoys the distinction of being the only blood medicine on the market that does not contain
a mineral ingredient of some kind. It is made entirely of the healing, cleansing extracts and juices of roots, herbs and harks gathered directly from the
forests and fields of nature, under our own supervision, and when they reach
our laboratory contain all their original valuable tonic and blood purifying
properties. We oiler a reward of $1,000 for proof that S. S. S. contains a
particle of mineral in any form. Being made entirety from these vegetable
ingredients S. S. S. is absolutely harmless to the system, and while curing
disease adds health and strength to every part of the body. S. S. S. cures
Rheumatism, Catarrh, Scrofula, Sores and Ulcers, 6I in Diseases, Contagious
Blood Poison, and atl other blood troubles by removing the cause and supplying the circulation with health-giving and strength-prodncing qualities.
TEE
SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, OA.

•
.
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 17,
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SITA:

BASEBALL NEWS

Natiuwai League standing.
P W L Pct.
Chicago
136 98 38 721
134 80 54 597
Republican Candidate For At- Pittsburg
New York
45 77 58 570
torney General at Marion. Philadelphia
131 13 58 556
Brooklyn
135 62 73 459
Cincinnati
134 55 79 410
13; 51 81 379
Ridicules Statement of Opponent Bostou
St. Louie
130 41 95 301
That There le No Democratic
Machine.
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS.
R H E
St. Louis
2 9 3
THE LAWS. ARE NOT ENFORCED. Pittsburg .....
4 11 0
Batteries— Karger, Wolters and,
Hostetter; Maddox and Giboon.

In countries where beer is the natior)al
beverage, there is practically no drunkenness, for beer contains a small percentage
of alcohol and is rich in food values
1
(

The Belvedere Malting Process makes
Belvedere Beer the most healthful beer
brewed---the beer richest in actual food
values.

Marion, Ky., Sept. 17.—Judge
Second Game.
James Breathitt, of Hopkiusville. ReR H E
publican candidate for attorme-gen- St. Louis
5 7 1
teal of Kentucky, spoke here yester- Pittsburg
1 3 1
day afternoon, and began his stumpBatteries—Lush and
Hostetter;
ing campaign in weetern Kentucky. Adams, Walsh
and Phelps.
He characterized the present race
for state offices as one of the most
R Fi
important in the history of the com- Boston
3 7 2
monwealth. • He asserted that the New York
1 7 1
Democrats
were seekeig suffrager
Batteries — Young and Nathane
without any platform or declaration 'Wear and Bowerman.
It
of principles, each candidate being
•
promise what he pleased,
left to
Seemed (Jame.
without the power to perTorm. He
R H E
discussed at length the platform of Boston
'1 11 2
the Republican party. `11e made a New York
2 10 2
plea for the voters to put the welfare
of the state above party allegiance,
RHE
and cliarged that the -Del:no:Jett° Brooklyn
3 lk) 4
party was dominated by a political Philadelphia
5 7 1
machine.
Batteries — Rucker and Ritter;
Judge Breathitt spent considerable Sparks and Dooin.
time in discussing the_Goebel law
and its results. He ridiculed thesesSecond (enie.
sertIon of his opponent, John K.
H E
Hendrick, that there is no
Dem- Brooklyn
0 2 it
ocratic machine, after the latter Philadelphia .......
2 3 0
had made a similar charge in
Batteries — Scanitre and Bergen;
his race for
governor
in
19103. Sparkl and Jacklitsch.
'•I don't believe," ete said, "that
big-hearted, courageous John Heed
American League Standing.
rick belongs to any political maP W L Pet
1T Tee 1SUNTUCkl* 1111114.11- NIGHT.
chine: there is too much honor and Philadelphia
131 80 51 611
a
manhood In him, but he is tied to one Detroit
132 78 54 590
it, unless, through the medium of with beauty,
instruction and eat
of its wheels and it is whirling Chicago
135 79 56 585
Goon
ii Jay. The weather was ideal except
the most wonderful inventions of all tainment mire
(IRMA Mee
than any other e
him to political ruin." He Impukaed Cleveland
134
'17
57
575
ee the heat wai
—the reproducbioni of the ntotion as Neon of Its kind
Crete annoying
at home or abr
motives
the
Governor
of
Beckham
in New York
133 63 70 474
%Given By the littgenheek-Wallace,telds: the big canvas, but in the exwell as the form of life. It is this
naming
reform
candidate
in
s
LouisBoston
13.6
61
76 441
Show 1 esterday.
esnt of the many feature acts,
marvelous medium that enables L,y.
WELLMAN RETURNING.
and said it was only a move of St. Louis
132 55 77 417 ON BARREN ROCKS FISHERMEN man H. Howe
eas forgotten. Animals were
to transport the million
the
machine
for
the
purpose
foolof
Washingt
on
EAT
SEAL,
131
42
89 32e
The eiagenhetk & Wallace combin,
of the shine but other acts,
spectators that annually attend his Gave His .%irwhip
Good Test and
ee teem..plared. to
peen.. 41µ-gr.- al -be-fag new sad fleece-- -before ing_the _moral element in Louisville,
bilkers to all parts of the world.
Heves Pole Can He lil•St
and
it
was
never
intended
that
they
YESTERD
AY'S
RESULTS.
cah both sd-f
d night
- %Nen, eed in Paducah, drew deafenHis new program more than ever,
aeplausee Nee disorder was re- should be nominated for the offices
R H
Ii the only true equivalentsof actual
Were
Forted
Willtal
to
Tronhjern, Norway, Sept. 01
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The best drawing attraction ei sturdy oppubitiou—by the public to PILES CURED IN TO 14 DAYS.
!I he restoration of the* 3-cent tariff. PAZ° OINTMENT is guaranteed to
House wiring, electric plants installed,
on the American stage today. .1-11( three
months' trial will end Sep- cure any case of Itchinge3lind, Bleed=—AN
Complete machine shop.
D-ing or Protruding Plies in G to 14
Prices 25c, 35c, 50cr- . ,
data or money refunded. 50c.
123.524 N.Fourth tat.
Phones 7871
Seat• on Kale Thunelay le a. tn.
Tbe Evening suip—loc. a week.
TROOPS AFTER TRESPASSERS.

SWIFT

The Belvedere Process reduced the percentage of alcohol to less than 3 1-3 per
cent while making the beer absolutely pure,
healthful and serengthening.
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Paducah Brewery.Co.
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Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
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Herbs of Life
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Moving
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P Puryear.
.1saiatant Cashier.

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Incorporat•d
Capital .
Surplus
Stockholders liability
OP

$10o,000
nti.tion
100,1)00

Total security to depoeitore
152.1o,otio
.it-counts of Individuals and firms willeited, We appreciate
small ne veil as huge depositere awl accord to n11 tlie
same
ts tDIl etoi•
Itni'lit

Interest Paid on Time Deposit.
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.

Third and Broadsvivr

War Department to Eject Land Grabber; in Oklahoma.
Washington, Sept. 17.—The request was recently received at the
war department .from the secretary
of the interior for a detail of troops
to be placed at the disposal of the Indian school superintendent at. Cheyenne Ind Arapahoe agency, in Oklahoma, The detail of the troops was
desired In order to assist In the re!novel of trespassers over certain
Individual allotments to Indians tinder the charge of that official.
The war department will send instructions to the commanding officer
at Fort Reuo, to assist the superin
tendeut at the Indlene ageney. _
t'Oet SALE.
My residence, 2012 West eviler
son street. Five rooms, hall, porches,
bathroom and pantry. Newly painted.
Best veeddent location in city. Tele-I
phone Rome 'phone No. 102f1. Also!
liouaehold furniture,
J. F. Baker.1

Healing Oil
Sold by

Dr. Barry
Now on sale at

3

THEATRICAL NOTES It

Constance Crawley Pleases.
•Constance Crawley, in Ibsen's great
Hedda Gabler,' had but a small audience at the Kentucky last night, as
was to have been expected on account
of the circus playing'as a counter attraction. She gave a splendid performance of the play, and greatly
pteased her audience. She has asked
for a return data and will probably
come back next Monday night. However, she will not play Hedda Gale
ler again, but will put on one
of the
l
other Ibsen plays.
The „World-at-Large.

I Wifat was wonderful a few years
.ago is now a matter erf—courge.

The
'electric light, telephone, trolley cars.
!automobiles—a thousand other Inventions that are now so commonIhtti Thous 77'
place to us, would transfix our great:grandfathers with amazement. The
Fourth and Broadway imam+
of Improvement today is more
rapid than peer--so rapid that it s
eseeterfireerreeettleefeerfeji n ouc wti

Gilbert's Drug Store

cc
'

New Fall Goods In
liere is your chance to look at the finest merchant taitof--g—
oOds in the city,. Also elegant
trimmings that go with nobby suits.
We make suits from $30.00 up and guarantee
perfect workmanship, style and fit.
We have a complete- stock to pick from—no
cheap goods.
__
All repair work called for and delivered.

THE
SOLOMON, TAI
LOR
• Old Phone 1016-A. 113 S. Third Si,

I!

rUE PADUC TI }NENINU MTN.

P IGE THREE

,
Fire Sale Wednesday, Sept. 18
FOR CASH ONLY-

1
R
S

A

s_

FIRE

FIRE

BEGINNING Wednesday morning at 9 o'clock we will offer for Cash Only
over 200 patterns of Heating and Cooking Stoves and Ranges, slightly
damaged by water only, at sacrifice prices. These stoves represent the output of
the best foundries in the country and embrace'such well known makes as Quick
Meal Ranges and Estate Heaters (the kind that has been sold in this city for over 18
years, without a single dissatisfied customer.) These goods were not touched by
the fire---only slightly damaged by water, and just as good as new. You can't
afford to miss this opportunity. Other damaged goods in our stock proportionately reduced. Sale takes place in our temporary headquarters, corner Fifth
and Jefferson streets, Tate's old stand. Remember sale starts Wednesday.at 9 a. in.
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This store will be closed
all day tomorrow
Wednesday, Sept. 18,
on account of
Religious Holiday
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THE SUNPUBLISHINOCO. New York.
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P. M. FISHER. Prestd at.
ar. PAXTON. General Manager
CUT YOUR WEEDS.
liatered at the postothce at Padua,Rh.
It behooves every citizen of PaduKg.. as second class matter.
New York, Sept. 17.-"Mr. Clevecab, whether he has any pride in the
11111111scittPT1oN RATES'
looks of the city or not, to cut the land is a very sick man. lie has
weeds and grass in his yards, and es- been conflued to his house for several
THE DAILY SUN
By carrier, per week
a
WI
pecially
on any secant property he weeks with the exception of a few
Ey mall, per month in advance... .25
Ay small. per year, in advance....$2.60 owns, at once.
The Woman's club short drives in company with a trainTEE WEICKLY SUN
has
taken
an
interest
in the matter, ed ultras-. Since the beginning of
matt
postage paid..51.54
Per year, by
Address THE SU/kl, Paducah. Ky.
suggesting that we should present aa this last Massie: Mr. Cleveland ha
Dales, 111 South Third.
Peon* US pleasing an appearance to the many received no visitors except a few ye,
Payne es Young. Chloago mid New visitors expected for the Horse Show lutimate friends. This has enabled
Tort, reereeentauves.
and races as possible, but, aside from the family to keep the !seriousness
TitE SUN can be round at the follow- tiit pride one may have in the good of his condition from the public."
ens places:
This stutemtait was made today by
R. D. Clements & Co.
appearance of the city, the
weeds
Van CulIn Bros.
must come down as a measure of a close friend of the Cleveland famPalmer House.
John wineskin.
protection against the diseases de- ily, who‘bad viseted Princeton a few
cayed vegetation breeds in the fall days ago and who has been advised
01 the condition of the health of ti
season of the year.
By proclamation, Mayor Yesteer former president.
As to the nature of the teem
has set aside the 2lith and 21st of
As you know one-half of soft coal is gas-the entire gas supply for many cities
this month, Friday and Saturday, as from which MT. Cleveland is
towns being made from the same kind of soft coal you are using.
and
We guarantee every
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.
general cleaning up day, and it ehould ing, this, friend stated that It
Move to remain absoThe extent of unburned gases in hard coal is shown by opening the magazine cover
Bright's disease, accompanied
lutely air-tight as long
be universally observed.
of a base burner when the extra oxygen supplied fills the entire stove with flaming gas.
CIRCULATION STATKIIKN'T.
se used.
You need not wait, however, until gout, which, has already affeet-'
Other stoves allow this gas, which is the best part of the coal, also a large
Saturday; you can begin your clean- lower limbs, above the kneels, ago.
part of the heat, to pass up the chimney. This waste will average from $10.00 to
August, 1007.
We guarantee • unikept him confined to his oed prate:
ing at once.
$50.00 a year for every family and millions of dollars in fuel are thus wasted annually.
form heat day and night
ally all the time for the past le
with soft coal, Mack, sift 3904
0______-_
16
3880
1
toga, or hard coal.
The question ale to whether the three weeks. These aiirnente
3897
17
3885
2
3880 Chicago and Alton Railroad company been further complicated by lutemits
19
3882
3
W e guarantee that
Saves All Wasted with Other Stoves
3928 Is entitled to immunity from prosecu- trouble, from which the ex-presiders
20
thr rooms can be heated
3846
6
used
draft
Blast
Patented
Hot
Cole's Original Hot Blast, by means of the
lion] one to two hours
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On account of the patented air tight and as tight construction givineperfect
3932 ney General Bonaparte and Judge panied Mrs. Cleveland and the ch.
26
3860
10
control over the drafts, it also saves the heat usually wasted up the chimney.
Vkc guarantee Cote's
e..3900 Landis after a conferenie with 'Steen dren on the usual varmtion Ire
27
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hot Mast to use leas hard
$5 00 worth of hard coal, soft coal or lignite, or a $1.50 ton of slack or coal
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3914
28
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coal far heating a given
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In fuel each winter. $7.50 wurth
saved
than
more
stove
is
tbe
of
cost
the
back to Prittertou a few vie. ,burner made with same
3940
30
3898
15
Of slack will heat your house all winter, five tons at 81 50 a ton does the work.
beatiag sur hex.
She remained at Princeton until I'
3886 EXPECT 15.000 ODD FELIA/WS.
21
day, *hen she returned to New 11
We guarantee the teed
Wednestley'i. Pazade to Be Climax of shire to bring the children back
104,897
door to be mwoke-proof
Total
their summer vacation.
the $t. Paul Gathering.
and that the stove *III
Cole's Hot Blast is so perfect in construction that fire keeps all night,
,. 3.885
Average for August, 1907
hold fire with sort coal.
Dr. J M. Carnochau, who is attendthe draft is opened in the morning will burn two or three hours
when
St.
Paul,
Sept.
17.-Visiting
and
Odd
3,940
....
19.06
August,
Average for
hard Coal or slack
ing Mr. Cleveland, under direction of
soft coal put in the night before. No other stove does
coal
or
hard
with
the
Fellows.
who
are
to
atIn
Bt.
Peul
thirty-six hours without
Personally appeared before me,
this. Fire, therefore, never goes out, kindling fires is dispensed with, and
tend the eighty-third annual conven- the Cleveland family phy Nickel, Dr
attention.
this September 3, 1907, R. D. Maethe rooms are kept at an even temperature all the time.
tion of the sovereign grand lodge Bryant. of New York, makes flail
Millen, Business Manager of The Sun,
Read the Guarantee. We are the exclusive agents for Cole's
st he h openeed yesterday, attended visits to the Cleveland home, but d
statement
otiose
who affirms that the
The above guarantee
Original Hot Blast and sell it on the accompanying guarantee
clines to make a statement as to ti
special services
at
the
People's
fa made with the underof the circulation of The Sun for the
heating
stove
you
in
W.1:.t
other
the
world.
If
any
on
made
cannot
be
church Sunday, where the
standing that the store
pas- tiondition of his patient.
month of August. 1907, Is true to the
to sa%e half your fuel bill and would enjoy the luxery of getting up in
be °Tereus' acconling to
tor, Rev. Samuel G. Smith, in his serThose who have seen Mr. CI- •
best of his knowledge and belief.
directions, and set trd
Shows Stove
a warm house on cold winter mornings without kindling fires, buy Cole's
mon emphasized the benefits to be land say he has aged greatly di.
Burning
with a good nue.
PETER PURYEAB„,
Original Hot Blast now.
derived from
fraternal association his' present illness and has lost
bort Wei
Notary Public.
The maximum attendance will proba- great deal of weight. His
errs',
My commission expires January 22,
bly be reached on Wednesday, when indicates a very enfeebled
1908.
the -annual parade wUI take place. His complexion hes'become sails,
Imitations of this Original Hot Blast are many.• None of them has the absolutely air-tight and gas-tight construction throughlelfteen thotteaud are expected to be and his *yea sunken and dull.
Daily Thought. .
Cole's Hot Blast has by reason of its numerous patents. A Patented Steel Collar connects the elbow draft to the stove
which
In line. The formal opening of the
out
The friend of the Cleveland ram'
"hire's richer are in the flue dust sovereign grand lodge will take
body
and
cannot
open by action of the fiercest heat, The Patented Compound Hinge on the lower draft cannot warp, and the
who Is quoted above, said that v
Of daily kindneasse rather than In the place tomorrow morning at Central
draft door closes air-tight by its own weight. The guaranteed Smoke-proof Feed Door prevents smoke, dust or gas escaping when
Mr. Cleveland taght live set
great nuggets of public charity."
Presbyterian church. Governor Johnyears, It was hardly to be expected
fuel is put in the stove
son will deliver an address of welthat a ream of his advanced age should
Imitations soon open seams and cracks which spoil them for keeping fire and cause the gas half of the coal and much of the
TICKET.
REPUBLICAN
THE
come. In the evening a reception wiS
recover from such a compilealion of
heat to t ssape up the chimne%.
For Governor-Augustus E. Will- be held at the new slate capitol.
maladies.
See the name "Cole's hot Blast from ‘etiicago" on the feed door of our stove. None genuine without it.
son, of Louisville.
ItoDIES BY THE ItAll.itt/AD.
For Lieutenant Governor-W. H.
Ask to sec the patented dustless ash cover for removing ashes. Our method Is the only clean way.
"VKLLOW BOY"
Cox, of Mason county.
General-James 14everal Theories As To How Men
Attorney
For
Flecaped F'rom ('ity Jailer lieeterday
Met Their Death.
Breathitt, of Christian county.
lent Was Captured Today,
McKenzie. Tenn., Sept. 17.-The
For Auditor-Frank P. James, of
dead
bodies
of
Walter
Underwood
Mercer county.
Will Childers, colored, known Is
For Treasurer--Capt. Edwin Far- and a young man named Allen were
police
as "Yellow Boy," and who can
found
side
of
on
the
the
Louisville
&
ley. of McCracken county.
not control his nimble legs, gave anFor Secretary of State-Dr. Ben Nashville railroad near Henry Station at an early hour yesterday morn- other successful exhibition at "getL. Bruner, of Hart county.
114-116-118 South Third Street.
ting away from the jailer" at police
For Superintendent of Public In- ing. The bodies were near the track
with only a few bruises about the station yesterday afternoon. He was
struction-J. S. Cralthe, of Boyd
rearreeted this morning and a aecotel
heads and shoulders.
county.
Underwood lived between Henry charge lodged against him.
pavement.
„.
t Lamb, of Nashville, docked for re- the glow, and le .arned to the owner.
instant and
For Commissioner of Agriculture
Childers was accused of having en- gone down the street at rare horse
and Paris and Allen lived in Paris.
pairs.
-Robert Bean. of Fifteenth and
-N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
It is supposed that the men fell or gaged in a friendly fight with a com- speed.
The Dudley will be in and out Madison streets, an Illinois Central
For Clerk of Court of Appeals
were thrown from
the passenger panion of his own hue. He was arPatrolman Ernest Hill arrested
from Nashville tomorrow instead re engineer, reports that burglars enNapier Adams, of Pulaski county.
train from Louisville which passes rested and delivered to Turnkey Joe tint this morning and astsharre of PeShur:544u. This ways Is crowded with tered his house last night and
For Legislature--George 0, Mcse
McKenzie at 5 o'clock. Another theo- Purchase. Purchase did not take the tit lareenypreferred in addition to a
work, and Captain Williams; says he cured his baby's saVings
bank
Broom.
conry is that the men were& killed and precaution to grasp "Yellow Boy" breach of the peace. Missouri Owens.
has all he can do for three months taining small change,
but nothing
James P. Smith
Mayor
Sliver Report.their bodies ited near the track. The tight, and as a result when he look- colored, charges that he stole $2.25
now, and is turning away work every eine was missed.
Cairo
City Attorney .... Arthur Y. Martin
0.1
.14.7
fall
bodies were picked 'up by a freight • around the prisoner was in the in cash from her. Childers had $1.35
day. At present the C. and E. I. railCaptain Harlan received many coin
Chattanooga ..
John J. Dorian
City Treasurer
3.1 0.5 fall
train and carried to Henry where an act of leaping down the steps.. He on hirfi when arrested and about 90
road has a transfer boat on the ways plaints this
morning and yesterday
Cincinnati
George Lehnhard
1.2
fall
14
City Clerk
8
made one leap and landed on the cents worth of bad liquor aboard
inquest was held.
for repairs, and the Pavonia is has of short
change cases. Ticket sellers
Evansville
10.1 0.6 rise
George Andrecht
City Jailer
when searched at the hall.
ing a great deal of work done, which
outside the show, and also inside the
Louisville •
...... 7.0
tied
City Tax Assessor....Harlan Griffith NAKED CORPSE
1111.411, inw$111.41,1411
will require two weeks more to com- tent,
are reported to have worked
Mt. carmei ........ 9.1
harry R.
rise
Aldermen-T. C. Leech
FOUND IN THE RIVER.
plete. The Kentucky will be put on
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
the" racket on several unsuspecting
Pittsburg
4.8
fall
......
.
0.8
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C
Madison, Ind., Sept. 17.--The
the ways Saturday for some odd jobt
Every dote makes you feelbetter. Last-11011
farmers.
....... 9.3 0.4 fall
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
keep. your whole 4 potties right. Sold as UN St. Louis
naked corpse of a man supposed to be
and there are more jobs to come.
Mt.
Vernon
.. • ..... 9.1
fall
mosey-beck plan everywnere. rem 14 cast..
Councilmen-- Stvond ward, A. E. Charles M. Carr, a lumberman
There is a great deal of repair
of
Mr. F. W. Katterjohn returned
Paducah
7.6 0.5 rise
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me- Bromley. Ky., was found in the river
work being done at present and all
fr. in ('h 'ago this morning.
CASSIE
('H.%1IWICK
ter; Fourth ward, F. S. Johnston; here Sunday evening by
the local concerns are rushed 'A
William
RECOVERS HER SIGHT.
After hesitating for five days, as
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill. Frank May- Frocks and James, Hankins.
.vork. Fowler-Wolf are turning does
Carr
Colunibue,
Casale
0.,
Sept.
17.If undecided
at course to take,the work
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
was drowned at lioustery Island on
every day, owing to being tied
Chadwick is still in the hospital, but river rose .5 of an inch last night
Sichool Trustees-First ward, W. M. Thuraday afternoon.
SECRETS OF OUR
is Improving. "Mrs. Chadwick's blind- and today regleters 7.6. Howevet, up with pressing jobs. At presentl
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills;
ness is only temporary, due to cera there is nothing to indicate any- fur- they are at work on a ties- set of
ward. H. S. Wells and
Third
heelers for the A. D. Allen, which IS
RECORD PRICE
bral aenemia, occasioned by tempo- ther rise, at present.
J. IT. Garrison; Fourth ward,
on the dry docks, and a battery of
Cincinnati, 0., Sept. 17.-The recrary heart failure," said Dr. Garrett,
The Clyde came in from the Ten- boilers for the Wabash. They are reDr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kelly; ord price for
SUCCESS
whisky was reached here
penitentiary physician today. "The nessee
holt night with a big freight newing a battery for the Herman,
Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker; Sixth Monday when
it rose two cents over
attack lasted only 15 or 20 minutes,
trip, the greatest part of which was Poepcke, now
ward, J. C. Farley and Ed Morris. the Saturday
being repaired
at
quotation, reaching
but was very, severe. We thought for
Strict adherence
lumber for Metropolis and Joppa.
Mound City, aside from a nember of
$1.34, the highest ever known here
a while she was going to die."
How about that vacant lot you own
The Inverness left for the Tennes- other local jobs.to the doctors'
on the principal thoroughfare? Is it "Dig
see this morning.
Her Deep Through
111:100 HOUSE.
written
not your responsibility as much as
The Ayer and Lord harbor boat,
Investment bargain Mechanicsbure
St. 141111S, Mo.. Sept.
17.- sThree
Lb.- place where you live?
near Yelser avenue and Mill street. raetelia, is at work again, after beorders.
thousand trained voices will lead in
A
Pays 15 per cent net, 40 ft. lot. Cash. ing laid up for repairs,
A
the song, "Dig Her Deep Through
You owe your neighbor a "clean Dittos' when
If you have $300 to invest this is the
The Saltillo is due down from the
Pr-evident Roosevelt
very
debill of health" at any rate. Get rid of reaches St. Louis en route
Which we are showing are
place for it.
Tennessee en route SI) St. Louis,
to the deep
AND SEVERAL
PETTV BURGlarge
livery
those weeds next to him, or y_eu are waterways
Whittemore Real Estate
•
The A. D. Allen will be let off the
certainly
noteworty in more
Agency,
convention in Memphis.
LARIES DURING SHOW.
accessory after the fact.
Fr:I:pests
well
ri
Ps Thursday and the 'Mance.,
Bldg. Phones cSri.
and it Is probable that 5,4410 people
service
ways than one. There's a
will join in the (-horns. The melody
selected
harmony of design and a rich that is
Remember Friday and Saturday!
_
of the new war sorig is that of
ness of pattern which will be
stock
Clean up days. Get busy at once,
quick
Straggling reports of financial diseverybody.
at once apparent to you.
aster on a small scale, the result of
to
and
Quality eonsidered, the price 1
the visit of Hagenback & Wallace
°
draw
Saidtation,
trustRepresentative W. A. Thomas. of
circus, reached police headquarters
t is noteworthy, toofrom.
In an
interview
that To the Editor of the Newspaper:
Ohio, said
vvorthis morning. While there is so much trouble
ConJudge Taft would- .undoubtedly get
. M. Leroy. of Fountain avenue near
thy
Ohio's delegation to the national Re- with sanitation and other matter perMonroe street, reports that some
stant
atpublican convention. He added that taining to the health of the city, I
We are showing some very
light fingered operator touched him
tention of
if Foraker's successor in the senate would just ask for information, by
for his svath and pocketbook, ronexclusive patterns in the new i
were to be chosen Immediately it whom and how is the meat inspected 1
competent men
tufning several dollars and valuable
shades of brown, gray and i
was doubtful if the senator could be that Is daily handled and sold in our
papers, din the show grounds last
day
ar.d night, too.
blue.
streets by the meat peddlers.
re-elected.
night.
See
them
in
the
windows.
!
AN INQUIRER.
Captain Frank Harlan, of the po_
The hearing in the Standard Oil
lice force, attended the night perAn adverthsed article must have
cases, which was postponed from Sepforlhance, and reports that he lost his
tember 5 at the requeat_of_the offl- merit, thensfore do not let your dealbunch of keys.
thing
elate of the defendant company to er talk' yen into taking s
I W. Turner, of Herrieburg, re'
owe teeen-ettne teretrepare atatemeota
siftoreeff44143-49141*
----TIFifsiffras
<5.-bTrE"--dire
w
'
h"
he.
cillime
I
411411
"
EirS11616t"
ANDINGli134
as to the manner in Which tbe Vari- *imply ItPeS111.4. he In making a larger
toil Was recovered at',tho show
Fifth and Broadway. Opp. Paler Haase.
on
the
into
profit
gathered
substitute.
companies
were
gets
grounds last night by detectives with
ar"

tlYz Vabucab %un.

CLEVELAND
WILL NOT RECOVER

rt1

You Are Cordially InVited to
Call and See Our Display

COLE'S HOT BLAST

Wonderful Neater and Fuel Saver
For Soft Coal, Lignite or Hard Coal

Cost of Stove Saved in Fuel

Guarantee

ts

The Original Cole's Hot Blast Stove
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Millinery Display

$10 to $40
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Will display a gorgeous line of Horse
Show and Tailored Hats on

Thursday, September; 19th
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17:

North Tlistteuth
Va01114n++._.+4t+.__+_41,14e Johu Lewis, of
street.
Mrs. Chariest F. Wiilstach and '
tie son left last night for Lafayetts,
Ind., and Chicago, to visit relatives
Mrs, E. W. Hellings, of 315 Ohio
street, left today for St. Louis to
Chaperones of Home Show Balls.
viedt her mother and sister.
The Horse Show association ball
Mr. Rid Reed, of Smithland, was
will take place on the evening of FriPaducah last night.
In
day, September 27, at the Wallace
Mr. C. H. Bradley, of Murray, was
park dancing pavilion. The commitin Paducah yeeterday.
tee has sent out 750 invitations for
Attorney C. C. Grasetiam went to
promises
occasion
the
and
sponsors
this morning to attend
Eddyvilla
to be an especially brilliant one. The
circuit court.
floor committee is: Messrs. Calhoun Lyon county
Owen went to Hamby
Brack
Mr.
Well, Leo Keller,
Rieke, Wallace
morning to look after his
John G. Brooks, Herbert Hawkins, station this
mining Interests.
Douglass Bagby, Roy Culley,
Mr. W. T. Allier, the piano man,
The chaperones for the ball are:
to Little Cypress this moruing
went
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Wheeler,
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Berry, Mr. and on business.
Marline.
Milts Mayrne Young, of
Mrs. J. C. Flournoy, Mr. and Mrs. W.
A. Berry. Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Coch- Tenn., who has been visiting in Paran, Mr, and Mrs. William Hughes, ducah, returned home this morning
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kainleiter and
Mr. and Mrs. George Flournoy, Mr.
E. W. Bockmon and daughter
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
Thompson,
and Mrs. C.
Mrs. E. H. Bringburst, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Margurite, left today for St

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Av-r-s-t-r+f-r+i-dis4

.ore Am Materials
We are 110W showing a complete line of Party,
Dressy Costumes and Horse Show Gown
Materials.

%rs. yerrimait
Now being ready to make same, will be glad
to have you call and let us show you through.
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PADUCAH EVi;;SING SUN.

GRAND MASTER
OF BROTHERHOOD

HEALTH MEANS STRENGTH
Strength

Of

Fireman

and

Brings Results

Engineers

Here Tonight.

Will Adilressi Special Meeting ('ailed
in His tionor--111.adles' Autiliary
Will spread tiatiquei.

At this season of the year the Horse, Cow,
Sheep, Hog and Hen are weak from their
efforts during spring and long, hot summer
days.

Vitality Gone
NOTES ABOUT

R.

IL

PEOPLE

The Animals and Fowls can't produce profitably. They must have help.

A. J. Kelley, fourth grand waste'
of Locomotive
of the Brotherhood
Fireman and Engineers, is in Paducah, and will address the broth.
at a special meeting to be lo
his honor tonight. He is on his an
0. L. Giegory. Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Louis to vial.
nual tour of the roads and fins'
Mrs. S. A. Fowled- will return to- local branches of the brotherIs
Fisher, Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Fowler,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Porter, Mr. and morrow from Dawson Springs.
excellent condition. The meeting will
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Hale, who have be held tonight in Rogers' Hall at
Mrs. James P. Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Kiser, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. been visiting in Paducah. returned Twelfth and Broadway.
Sherrill, Mr. and Mrs. Muscoe Bur- borne to Murray this moriSlig.
The ladies' auxiliary of the br. •
Mr. R. D. Happy returned from erhood will add to the special nieet
nett, Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Hughes,
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Phillips, Mr. and Mayfield this morning.
ing by spreading a banquet. Follow-!
Martha Hale
Misses Estelle and
Mrs.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Mrs. G. C. Wallace, Mr. and
Mg the banquet will come a social
--Dr. Boyer residence phone 464i
J. W. Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. went to Union City this morning to session.
Bradshaw, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. G. C. visit.
office 175.
Mr. T. L. Roder, master of the loMr. H. C Overbey, of the Paducah cal brotherhood of locomotive ell,'
--Dr. Oilbert, osteopath, 400%
Thompson, Mr. amid Mrs. L. S. Da
Broadway. Phone 196.
Bois, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Keller, Mr. Banking company, left today at noon neers and firemen, is suffering fr
-City subseribers to the Daily
and Mrs. J. C. Utterback. Mr. and to attend the meeting of the Ken- a swollen left foot which he can I.
Sun who wish the delivery of their
Mrs. J. H. Rudy, Mr. and Mrs. Edson tucky Bankers' itagociaLion, which tell how seriously Is injured. Hi.
papers stopped must notify our 4'01Hart, Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Wilcox, Mr. sonvenes at LtollinVille tomorrow, for threatened -by tetanus, and Is la
Get your premise.: in and Mrs. T. C. Leech, Mr. and Mrs. a two days' sesition.
lectots or make the requests direct
off until he improves. He had a bun.;
will
attention
No
to The Still office.
Rudy. Mr. and Mrs. 1.. M.
Miss Rosebud and Miss Lily Hob- ion on his foot and bought sums s
A.
J.
good condition and let's Rieke, Mr. and Mrs. James Weill, won loft on the noon train for Louisbe paid to suet orders when given
emit corn medicine. The bunion s
Co.
Publishing
and ville. Miss Roost-bud a ill visit friends removed by the medicine and it
Mr.
Weille,
Ben
to camera. Sun
Mrs.
Mr.
and
ce
appearan
good
a
event
pt
-We give sou belaar carrtage and
Wallerstein, Mr. and there for a few days; and Miss Lils him so much good that he poured Mrs. Jacob
than
money
the
for
better service
to Paducah's q'isitors dur- Mrs. H. E. Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. will go on to Hollins institute to on contents of another bottle into ,
Incorporated.,
L ter school.
is given by any transfer company in
W. J. Hilts. Mr. and Mrs. F.
Stole left by the core. It is not kre,ani
ing our festival week.
America. Fine carriages for special
Scott, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Meyers,
Vetoer Ripley and Curtis Seatuon if the medicine caused the seelling
occasions on short notice; also tieMr. and Mrs. John T. Donovan. Mr. left today for Vanderbilt University. or the knife.
FOR SALE-Piano cheap. App.y
• t livery rigs. Palmer Trander,Co.
Cut your weeds and your and Mrs. Joe Wolff, Mrs. Edmund M. John W. Pry, of allelber, passed
*410
Railroad Notes,
to 123 N. Sixth. Old phone. 1751.
--Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
Post, Mayor and Mrs. I). A. Yeiser, through Paducah this morning en
Mr. L. E. McCabe, superintendent all
grass.
OR SALE- Good family horse.
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
Dr. and Mrs. John G. Brooks. Dr. route to Louisville to attend ths of the Nashville divisiou of the lid phone 351.
phone 2172, C. H. Mears.
Old
and Mrs. Victor Voris, Dr. and Mrs. state postmasters meeting.
Dui& Central. hi its the city on busi-Perpetual green lawn grass seed
furnished
H. G. Reynolds, Dr. and Mrs. Vernon
- RENT-Nicely
-FOR
Chief of Police James Coilins went ness.
just received. Brunson'a, 529 Broad.4riblbit front room, two gents or man and
Blythe, Dr. and Mrs. S. H. Winstead, to Princeton this morning on busi,4***41e+41"*"1
Mr. John Bryant, the well known 11
way.
Mr. and Mrs. L. V. Armentrout, Mr. ness.
car repairer, has returned home afSubscribers inserting want ads in wife, 831 Jefferson.
--Dr. J. W. T. Patterson. of 405
and Mrs. Robert D. MacMillen.
Mr. dshn G. Tilschke. of Molwau- ter several months employment oil The Sun will kindly remember that
WE WILL be at James A. GlauNorth Twelfth street, announces that
this morning all such items are to be paid for ber's stable Saturday, September 2,
ker. Wes, is the -guest of Mr. and Southern roads, and
new
by
reached
be
in future he may
Waitk ins-MeQuay.
Fifth went to work in the local Illinois4,when the ad is inserted. the rule ap- to buy horses and
Mrs. Gus Unrath, of South
mules, 3 to II
excepphones 661 els 1500 instead of old
The marriage of Miss Pearl Wat- street.
Central ear repairing department. lplying to tvery one without
years old. Layne & Leaville.
2(199
or
phones 1161-m
kins. of this city. to Mr. Charles MeMrs. John G. Miller will leave to.1. R. Thompson, avting general,tlon.
Circuit ()mart.
FOR SALE-Six horse power Fair-Place your orders for wedding
Quay of Louisville. is announced to night for Winnetka. Ill Mr
John foreman of the Illinois Central at
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
is
was
Sun
Reed
The
William
home.
Morse gasoline engine. Good
Judge
banks
C;reult
at
invitations
take place tomorrow at 10 a. m, at Miller. Jr will accompany her as Princeton, was in Paducah y-eeterday
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicywill sell cheap. Apply to
condition,
showing as great an assortment as unable to attend court today, and the home of Mrs. Anna Kennedy.
street.
Third
cles, 326-828 South
far as Chicago
on tiredness.
priees
trying
at
in
was
ere.
taken
any-wh
326 South Third
action
only
find
Mitchell,
the
E.
S.
yoft will
Calvin
919 Broadway. The Rev.
FOR heating and stovewood ring
The circus and the usual pay day
street.
much lower than you will have to an idiot, Minnie McCullom. which Thompson will perform the ceremo1 1 miter Paducalian S.'rk.usly Ill.
:
celebrations with Illinois Central em- 437 F. Levin.
She was re- ny. The couple will leave at noon
as a mere formality
pay elsewhere.
FOR SALE-46 acre farm with imFOR RENT -Apartment in 603
Friends here have reeeiied word ployes, showed results this morning.
--Best and cheapest. We rent bug- adjudged an idot. The law requires for Louisvitle, their future home.
Anderson, of Mew- The force of emplo)eis In various de- Iskirth Sixth street. George Rayleigh. provements. Eden's Hill. Will sett
Thomas
Mr.
than
attractive
gies, carriages and horses separately. pauper idiots to be tried evers five
Mpg Watkins is an
hone all or ln Part. Address Mrs. ElisaP
tibia. Tenn.. Is seriously III from ty- partments was a little "shy."
vuuU,--Ord -- FOR DR t
Both phones 100. Copeland' stable, years.
young woman of Issanklin, Ky., who phoid fever at hie home there, with
beth Mettler, general delivery, city.
2361.
suit has lived In Paducah about a year.
Thompson filed
Francis
419 Jefferson street.
Kenthe
is
He
731
at
recovery.
hetie hopes of his
FOR RENT OR SALE-Eleven
WANTED--A cook
For Selling Pale Ale,
-School books and school book against William Thompson for di- Mr. McQuay is a Bostonian
who
house on South Sixth street be308.
conwith
room
a
phone
charged
H.
Anderson,
colored,
J.
Brown,
Old
Mr.
of
Ed
son
avenue.
tucky
flats for every grade now ready. vorce alleging cruel and inhuman formerly lived in this city. He w 'is
Clark and Washington. Newly
tween
g
ra41the sale of pale ale.-and intoxicatin
ductor on the Illintsia Central
ROOMS for rent 313 Madison. Old
Come early and avoid the opening treatment. They married December connected with the W. B. Kenneds
painted and in good condition. Apply
at
Padu
morning
in
this
lived
was
arrested
liquors,
formerly
who
road,
phone 2950.
26, 1901 and separated October 15, tobacco office, but since the first of
.rush. R. D. Cements & Co.
to HA, Petter,
cull, and is very popular here where Row landtown by Deputy U. S. MarFOR PURE apple vinegar 3sears
Architect 0. B. Schmidt ran the 1906.
the Hiram
the year has been with
FOR RENT-The s-story 12-room
jal.
in
and
placed
now
stenBrown
Is
Wade
He
shal
school.
attended
he
This afternoon by telephone Cir- Blow office in Louisville. He
old, Inchon Bros., Stall 31', Market. brick house No. 317 North Seventh.
was
line for the skating rink building at
ographer at the Illinois Central pending trial.
Tenth and Broadway this morning cuk Judge Reed extended the time of quite popular in Paducah.
guitar' Basement with furnace, bath, etc..
WANTED- Mandolin an
freight office in Memphis. His sister.
completo
including
and
rushed
to
be
jury
will
grand
the
work
and
Fine opportunity. W., care both up and down stairs.
Apply to
players.
guess
to
able
he
not
ins;
-You
Miss Jennie Anderson, is a frequent
Wedding Bans.
Thursday.
tion.
Dr. J. G. Brooke.
is buying real estate in this,Sun.
oho
Padurah.
in
visitor
The wedding bans of Miss Bridget
- -Born to the wife of Mr. F. F.
city today-bot you 1-1111 low.% a ho M
-- Spoke turners for
FOR SALE -Stock of groterier, - WANT-ED
this
Mr.
Fury, of Philadelphia, and
Suits Filed.
Craig, of 1219 Jackson street,
lisokett
over
have
locayou
it--efter
Chester lathes, s
Good
West
selling
and
wagon.
Egan
and
horse
fixtures,
Bids Asked.
morning, a daughter.
Guy Nance & Son against the Pa- John Boyle, of this city, were pubMiss. Apply at Hoope.
1543-a.
the real estate ads.
phone
Jackson.
Old
tion.
BagW.
E.
In
Bankruptey
Referee
----Mrs. Kate Owens is sick at her ducah Burial association for $100, lished Sunday at the St. Francis de
West
issued an order to
FOR SALE-Pishio, good as new Brothers & Darthigton, Ines
expense incurred in burying Mrs. Re- Sales Catholic church. The marriage by this morning
home on South Tenth street.
g lady to do fold- Call at 1102 South Fourth street. Old Jackson, Miss,
WAN-TED-Youn
the
bankrupt
of
Rock,
John
Trustee
menibera__ of Manchester becca Ford during August. The peti- will take place on 0ctober_2, at the
Furniture Manufacturing ing. Apply Sun job rooms.
CLEANING AND PRESSING neatPhone 9'64.
Padueah
at church.
Grove, W. 0. W , will meet tomorrow tion alleges that Mrs. Ford died
guaranteed.
secure
to
done. Satisfaotion
ly
him
directing
and
company;
50!
25. and
The pride-to-be is the daughter of
FOR RENT-TWO houses.
FOR RENT--Nine room residence.
afternoon at the Marine Engineers' Riverside hospital August
he Large yard, bath, "etc., 410 South 506 North Seventh street. All con- Work called for and delivered. Outf\
bid
the
highest
week
one
within
of
to
Paducah,
Gallagher.
summoned
H.
M.
between
Mrs.
was
plaintiff
the
that
hal), south side of Broadway
Duffy, South
Mr. can for the real estate of the bank- Tenth street. Rudy. Phillips & Co.
body which it did, but resides in Philadelphia.
veniencies. Six rooms. Phone 254. trial Is all 1 ask. James
First and Second streets. A. I... Die- take charge of the
near Broadway.. Phone
street,
Ninth
privat
sell
to
desires
He
firm.
rupt
popular
and
known
rs,
well
is
a
headquarte
Boyle
its
to
it
on
removing
LOST -White phi-ftwaist between
FOR RENT--Desirable cottage
men, W. G., Della Clark. clerk.
462-a. ate sale, and will report back to the
It was dis- young business man of this city.
Goebel avenue, Third street and Ten- 50 foot lot, 1031 Harrison street. Ap-Coroner Frank Eaker postponed where it was embalmed.
of
result
the
creditors
and
a
was
referee
AMBITIOUS MAN who will indeceased
the
colored,
that
covered
nessee street. Finder call 1197, new ply to 620 Kentucky avenue.
the inquest over Henry Boyd,
Cot illion Club.
vest $1.000 can secure sole agency
and
efforts, and creditors will then
his
association
burial
the
of
member
phone.
until Friday.
WANTED-Two or three rooms for
The Cotillion club will have a ger- decide if they prefer a private or pubof a valuable article, that will yield
the.associa.
--The restaurant of J. H. Bed- entitled to a funeral by
SALE-Pony and buggy. Ught housekeeping, near giant facFOR
visShow
real
of
value
Horse
$100. man in honor of the
him a handsome profit from start.
lic sale. The *elated
than
less
not
to
amount
to
colored,
don
Adams,
and
Seventh
ford at
either separately or together. Apply tory. Phone 230.
Our.
,
of
Wednesday
the
Address; T. L. Jones, No, 326 East
evening
tti
on
itors
the
over
the
body
eetate
turn
Is
to
today.
$60
offer
An
was closed on an attachment
to S. A, Hill, at Sun office, or teleWANTED-ViOrnti pupils. Apply Third St., Cincinnati, 0.
embalming September 25, at the Wallace park
for
$5
pay
it
if
Beddefendant
sold
he
that
claims
A. L. Logan
phone 964.
to Mrs. Ruth Clark, 621 Jefferson -WANTED-For U. S. army: Able:Petition in Bankruptcy.
ambulance service was refus- pavilion. The list will go on at Culford the place and that the latter and for
Street. Phone 532.
LivingsJoy,
of
N.
Dalton.
William
bodied unmarried men between ages
ed, and on request of relatives the ley's, Friday at 11:30 a. m. For the
owned him a balance of $18.35.
in
petition
a
filed
21 and 35; citliens of the United
Ky..
of
the
county,
Oineral.
suspend
ton
the
will
club
firm
conducted
the
glass
Nance
time
first
plate
appointed
and
n
FOR SALE--Iro
Dr. J. W. Pendiey was
States, of good character and temper- bankruptcy today with liablittles
be
will
member
and
each
Drenneh,
118
rules
Bakery,
City
F.
to
Apply
front.
Mary
of
admtnistrator
perate habits, who can speak, read
mitted to Invite a gentleman friend. amounting to a little more than $2.South Second, Frank Kirchoff.
In Bankruptcy.
and Messrs. J. C. Raper, L. R. Banes
write English. Men wanted now
and
A
the
owed
He
apAt a meeting of creditors in the Application for cards should he made 000 and no assets.
UPRIGHT PIANO for sale, in ex- for service in Cuba. For information
and B. T. Hall were appointed
and the
Involuntary bankrupt matter of Ru- at once to the secretary, John G M. Laevieon company $100,
praisers.
cellent condition, $95 cash. Cal. apply to Recruting Officer. New Rich$9, these be.
company
Candy
Stutz
Jr.
at
Brooks,
held
Murray,
of
Williams,
G.
fus
mond House. Paducah, Ky,
'314 Ohio.
- -lug the only Paducah creditors }listed
Murray yesterday, an offer of comfurniture
d
FOR RENT.
FOR SALE-Househol
Reception in the schedule.
promise for 85 per cent was accept- Invitation to Woman's Club
on account of leaving city. 1910 JefTwo cottages. 1725 and 1727 Monreopening
to
the
The
invitations
ed, Williams to pay costa of the litferson.
roe street, each four rooms, hall and
Speaks at Wickliffe.
house,
igation. His liabilities are $1.209, ception of the Woman's club
bathroom. $16.5S) per month each.
15
WANTED--A young man about
Attorney J. S. Ross spoke at the
at
and assets $2.156. He claimed in hie on Monday evening, September 23,
One double cottage No. 1141 KenAddress
delivering.
for
old
rears
at
Wickliffe yesThe in- county court house
petition $800 in realty and $386 in 8 o'clock, are lamed today.
avenue, one side three rooms,
tucky
Retail. care Sun Office.
vitations; are sent to each member of terday afternoon to a large crowd in
personality in exemptions.
pantry, one side four rooms.
and
bath
party.
the
Democratic
WE ARE NOW in a position to
the club and ,inolone an extra giv- the interest of
Each side $10 per month. Apply to
this
morning.
home
returned
He
sandwiches
of
kinds
any
arid
all
serve
one
guest
of
ing the member privilege
Police Court
or Paducah Banking Co.
chile and hot tamales, 111 1-2 South Wm. Hughes
For flourishing a pistol in close It will be a delightful occasion.
Notice.
First month's
Third:
SCHOOL-NIGHT
proximity to Harry Cole's head in
Pullen Brothers had nothing to do
and mail or
clip
if
you
free
tuition
pressed.
Male.
last
saloon
Box
and
cleaned
Show
CLOTHES
Hirschfield
Horne
&
the Eaker
with the excursion given to 'Cairo
All work guarar'eed. Solomon, The present this notice within the next
The sale of boxes for The Horse
night, M. Adams'yas fined $50 and
Sunday. They were only workTailor, 113 South Third street. Phone five days ti Draughon's Practical
Show, which was to have been held 'last
emits in police court.
The special waistcoat has now
committee.
1016-a.
for
the
ing
College
(incorporated)
Business
Henry Holloway. being unable is. tonight at the Palmer, has been postLIGE PULLEN.
settled down as a permanent
Sad- :114 1-2 Broadway. -Paducah. Old
WHEN
HARNESS,
BUYING
Geagainst
case
The
the
night.
court,
tomorrow
In
appear
poned until
dles or repair at the Paducah Harness phone 1755 asking for particulars of
part of men's dress, and cernie Caldwell, both colored, for mali- sale will be at 8 o'clock and-at aucand Saddle Co., you are getting the this remarkable offer. If you desire,
Notice.
We repair Shoes of all kinds ciously assaulting Holloway, was tion.
tainly there is nothing else in
best. 204 Kentucky avenue.
The annual meeting of the stockquit at end of month, owing nothing,
and we do it well.
continued.
ManuOrme
Langstaffthat
the
of
Y Sept. 21, 1 will open or continue at special rate-$4 a
male attire
holders
SATURDA
the
of
line
of
Detts
Otto
Mound
We have the mord improved
colored,
Fowler,
Will
Mrs.
cases:
Mr.
and
Other
my shooting gallery at Rshkopf's old mon t h.
for doing Repair disorderly conduct, $10 and coats: City, Ill., are the guests of Mrs. facturing company will be held at
gives so much for the moni”
nittehinery
office in Paducah, Ky., on the
building, Ill South Second street, optheir
or.
of
vars.,
work.
breach
colored,
Williams.
Dink
This Fall designs are
FOR SALE-The C. W. Ingram
1907.
October,
tic-mite market. Glad to see all our
9th
day
of
tiring your old Shoes here for Sinance. $10 and costs; Will 'Evans:
dairy farm of 100 acres, 2% miles
, so
description
beyond
Treas.
and
Sec'y
old customers. Wm. Bougeno.
, H. W. RANK IN,
repairs and you'll be surprised drunk and disorderly, $5 and costs:
from Paducah on the Lovelaceville
can suit your own fancy and
to learn how easily, quicklyiand Pete Nance, colored, drunk, $1 and
FOR SALE -Farm, farm machin- Pike. will be sold to the highest bidcorn.,
well
known
the
not go wrong if you
Mr. Jerry Corbett,
how well we doctor them, and a costs; Blank Beasley, drunk, $1 and
ery, mules, horses, hay, corn, house- der in lots of two acres and up for
who has
Illinois Central flagman
vest is a gem
where every
moderate price, too.
costs; William Hummel, breach of
hold goods, etc. Hogs and cattle part cash and reasonable terms on
of
falling
result
been confined, the
No "horrors" in the lot.
There is no Job of Shoe Mend- ordinance, left open.
wanted. George L. Allitaon. olsf phone the 18th day of Seetcssber, 1907.
Into a tinder pit at the I. C. yards, is
Deeds.
ing that is beyond the ability of
1827.
This is one or site must desirable loout, but unable to be on duty.
Paducah, Ky.
our Repair Shop.
Roy A. Walters to Roy Rudolph.
LADIES---Our catalogue explains cations in McCracken county. It yo,,
•
property in the Maplewood Terrace
call and the iota will
Sept, 24th, 211th, 26th and
bow We teach hairdressing, abanleur- life
--This afternoon t. B. Span and
addition, $125.
massage, etc., in a few he shown you. Will have conveyance
Ins,
27th
facial
ruki..97allips
: are -" twitter, -Baulalt
Man-tagsLieense,
weeks,mailed_ frets tinier CO'llege, at the park cars' fol. Iiiiiiiii: 'C. 'W.
and Premiums.
of the peace by
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breach
$0.000
a
for
led
WatPearl
to
MeQuay
A.
Charles
St. Louis, Mo,
INGRAM.
the
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at
i
W:!Emery
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halite
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B. A. Thomas'

Stock and Poultry Food will bring perfect
health and full strength to all animals and the
hens through the molt in fine condition for
heavy winter laying.

The Hog Powder

Clean(for
the
Horse Show

Will positively cure and prevent hog cholera
and make healthy, heavy porkers. Satisfaction guaranteed if given in time.

Hart Sells These Rem:dies at Factory Prices

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.

4
-

o.1

WANT ADS.

10e 2Lend 6hoes

Fall Races
...A.d...
ANNUAL HORSE SHOW

totikrp,ted

SITUATION IS
The Bargain Store
AGAIN OMINOUS In
314 Broadway.
W
Efforts et officials to Prevent

Warm

DEMOCRATS JOIN
Weather ARMY OF REFORM

Vinol is as delicious as _a fresh
orange, and as soothing as can be
to the weak, irritable stomach. ft
coaxes back lost appetite, improves 200 Men Who Supported Beckdigestion and creates strength
Louisville Strike Futile.
ham Desert kis Ship.
throughout the whole system. We
strongly recommene Vinol to all
who are weak and run-dowh from
Mayor
Binghani Who Prevented
any cause,—particnlarly to delicate :Majorities Will Be Ileveroted in
Street Car Strike Unable To
Montgomery t'ouuty at the
women and children, old people
Get Any (7oncerisions.
Coming Election,
and for those who have pulmonary
toubles. Money back if you try
Vinol and are not satisfied.
THE alEN NBA' YET GO OUT.
REPUBLICANS ARE. JUBILANT.
W. B. MePHER'SON, Druggist.

ELL, if its bargains you are looking for in your fall
goods you need not hesitate any longer as to where to
purebase, for we have the goods and sell at prices 'that will
make thetn move.

Ladies' Kid Lace Patent Tip Shoes were $3.00; our Bargain
price
1112.271
Ladies' Kid Blucher Shoes, regular $2.25
value;
Bargain
price
Ladies' Kid Blucher Patent Tip Shoes., were $4.tio. Bargain
price
°
9:1.10
Ladies' Extra Quality $3.00 shoes; Bargain Price
c dozen pairs Ladiee',Vic. Slice
lis ihe other
place forli.2")
$2.(10; we aro seliaig ter a p.iir
lien's Coludtha Calf Shoes were $3.50 vane: Bargain price.$2.114
Men's Eland Calf Shots, regular $3.50 value; Bargain price
!lien's Kid Belcher Shor were $ t.75; Biergain Stott. piece ...93.00
Childree's
eee.
Men' Trot et worth $.;.ee Berg .eu Store priee
82.73
Men's $3.00 Teousers; Bargain Store price
Men's TrOusers, rveulai $1.50 value; Bareen Siore price ...$2
.02
S5
c
Men's Wool Top Seirts wcirth $1.25: Bargael Store price
71k.
Men's Wool Shirts worth $1.00; Bargain Store price
Ofk.
w Vie
f
at Meet:lin Kees.

We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.

THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
livery aid %Wigs

INCORPORATED

foarib Street sod 'Unlucky Inoue.

Bars.

1111111111113.11

EXCELSIOR
NIttrturrtt.:turucl by

KENTUCKY EXCELSIOR CO.
Xew Phone 444., Cor. Third and Ohio.

I

A Man is Known by the Tele,
phone He Keeps

fouisville, Ky., Sept. 17.—The loMt. Sterling. Ky., Sept. 17.— Ilecal street car situation
begins to
pubiaans of this place are jubilant
look ominous.
over the excellent impression made
Unless Mayor Bingham le more
by A. E. Wilison and Dr. Ben L.
aucceseful in the next few days that.
Bruner
on the voters of Montgomery
he has been in the past the seuation ON (VA-WI' SAYS SECRETARY county
Saturday. After the addresses
STRAUS.
will again be up to the union with
of these candidates many old-time
Paducah people demand the best and we meet the
the report that the efforts of the
Democrats declared openly their. inmayor and sheriff have been nosiest:,
demands of the best people.
tedious of voting the Republican
ing, and that there Is no further pos- Situation Out There Purely
an ticket this fall, and a canvass made
sibility of an amicable settlement.
Economic qUetil/011--Japau Ole
today by a well-known party worker
"We'carry a complete stock of McCall Patterns.
Mayor Bingham has had no conseveals a decided sentiment among
p0Oe• Felligrettion.
ference with President Minary nor
The name is the only explanation they need."
them in favor of the Republican state
has he asked for an appointment, ac
ticket.
cording to the street railway officlale.
He said last night that he had a
Washington, Sept. 17.—There Is no
However, he bas had
conferences
list of 200 men who formerly voted FAILURE
OF RECLAMATION
ment covering the wanner of securrace
problem between Caucasians and
with Judge Alex. P. Humphrey. John
the Democratic ticket in state elecLAWS TO BRING SHAKE-UP. ing these lands will be entirely reI Iftelorponited.
States and possibly other directors. Mongolians on the Pacific coast. To tions,
all of whom have pledged their
cast with a view to making ft more
A getteeman who is conversant tett conviction has Commissioner Os- support to Mr.
Willson and his assuWashington, Sept. 17,—Officials difficult for ttfose not intending to
with all the details of the situation, car IL Straus, secretary of commerce
elates on the ticket, and their influof the reelamation [service are not a till the land theniseives to secure tiand the mayor's efforts to bring nod labor, arrived as the ,result of
ence could be depended upon to turn
*I e Say. October 1st, Daughters of
about a settlement said this morning: his tour of investigation on the coast,
little exercised over the way in which tles to it.
at least 100 more votes in their ditee, i an Itteolution.
from which lie returned Thursday. rection.
speculators have taken advantage of
No Conicertaion From Company.
In the meet eetsirsee, of the
ele elas • 0('eke .2tel. Kentucky
the government irrigation projects lands, In oonnecti00
"Mayor Bingham has discussed the Mr. Straits' observations has convincthe MinWIII Reverse slaJorltien.
V. "I, pressyterian (-hurtle
question Informally with at least two ed him that it is purely an economic
Montgomery county gave a Ma- to secure lands which It was thought doka project In Idaho, it seems that
Thursday, Oetober 3rd, Lutheran
of the directors, and has received questlen, and though he does not use
NAVE
BEV\
1 itit NOED
111 hittrete
jority of/ nearly 1100 for Onvernoi would only be secured by bona fide more than 50 per cent of the acreage
very littee encouragement. The com- that language, what he says makes
settlers, who would handle the lands went to speculators.
BHolsEs-Ilt'llEORD
it
Beckham
at the last state election,
Friday. October 4th. Hoene of the pany
appears coldhlooded, and I do clear that it is another phase of the but
the Republicans are very confi- as serioua agriculturalists.
Frientnese.
not think they will be inclined to perennial war between the_unien
en consequence of recent reports
Culture is the ability to pretend
and dent not only of overcoming, but col
Saiurday, October 5th, Rameey So- make any further
concessions.
In the scab.
to Washington, it is expected that the that you like classical music as much
securing
at
least
250
majority
for
Breadway M. E. Charch.
Amount E.erst Will lielliCiii thurchee
fact the situation is exactly where it
In Hawaii, Mr. Straus says. there the Republican ticket. Republican rules and regulations of the depart- as you do bridge whist.
and Charity tirennizetioire of
was two weeks ago, with little prosis no race question at all, and his ex- organization at this pace-is perfect,
ANTI-TOXIN CURES
the City. .
pect of an adjustment."
planation is that they have solved the and between now and November ce
The street car men, despite the
V1V.
problem there by letting each race pry effort will be put forth by tl
reports of some of the leaders that
do the work for which alone It is party managers to swing the cone'
\Le York. S. et. 17.— A case of they are not complaining, are insist- peculiarly fitted.
Rhodes-Burfard Conipany hare an
into the Republican column by
al
.111:4 'It ti tenus.
or lockjaw, has ent in their. demands that something
"The labor situation on the coast,•" handsome majority.
nertheed the tollow:ne dates for tteir
it (teed by the dottors of the WIS- he done. They argue that if a strike Mr.
Mr. Willson's clear and expli,
(coking contests. Ttee,... ev. et, isee
Straus said today, "In refer, :Itostor =7.
(Brooklyn)
hospital. is necessary now is the accepted enee
declaeation of his stand on tempetbecome ui.. 5,f tn.
to
Oriental
labor
simply
is
Thee. are! it Is said, only two other time, and wh:le, to a man, they hope
this: The employers want that kind time issues, his unquestionable sinmtane for makitig money for tle• :0for an adjustment they
r
want to
uree on record. _
of labor wad orgateised labor is op- crity la. the maluts of mahlog cerca1 (dumb
eveseelseektel
wieks ago:Sirs. Annette Koes- him the- suspense relieved and know
poeed -to it. It is a mistake to re- tain badly needed reforms at Frankforward to withetileasent anti ep.See, of
was apparent- where they are.
gard
Bon every year:
this desire for or opposition to fort, and his manly championship of
None of the railway officials would
n the :est stages of lockjaw front
the people's rights, has won the
Oriental
Monday, Septern tree 23rd, Fit,-:
tabor as a race question.
a %etre! fiom a rusty nail. Her age- discuss the situation this morning.
hearts of citizens hereabouts
"Otlental
Christian church.
labor
Is
desired
espec:a was so intense that she wits re- They are standing pat and awaiting
ially
Tueschly,Aeptember 24th, Met banin
such
industries, for example,
.1 to the boepital. A «nincil of the action of Mayor Bingham.
as the fruit and beet sugar industries, ENLISTED MAN CANT BE
it-sburg M. E.
',lesbians agreed that her case was
DETAILED. FOR MILITIA.
because, by experience,
Wednesday. September 25th. St
'has been
Bankruptcy Notice.
hopc!ess.
found
Francis de Sales.
that
the
Orientals
can
do
this
Neeertheieesi Dr. Henderson. of In the 1) -tries Court of the Unitee
Thursday, FA 1114MINT :Nth. Fine
Washington, D. C., Sept. 17.—At-I
States, for the Western District of labor more advantageously than the
thg ..bease stall, Injected anti-toxln,
leg Secretary of War Oliver has dePresleterien "ho: h.
white
men.
it
is
objected
Kentucky
by
to
the,
—In Bankruptcy:
and bar tinny's° CV4 -1y day eines*. A
labor organizations for the same rea cided that enlisted men of the army
Friday, september 27th, Trimble
month passed withont apparent re- In the matter of James Jackson,
son
Street M. E. church.
that the protected industries ob- cannot be detailed for duty w181 the
bankrupt:
nits The treatment began to show
ject to the competition of foreign militia. This question arose recentSaturday, September 2Sth, Seepnd sign,' of success
On
this
16th
day
of
Septembe
r,
A
about a week ago.
ly when Col. W. IL Haldeman, of
Haptiet church.
On Friday Mrs. Koesting was al- D. 1007, on con.idering the petition goods.
Monday, Septemb4
"It Is not a mee question at bot- the First Kentucky infantry, asked
iowed to leave her hed, and she wili of the aforesaid bankrupt for dispal church.
charge. flied on the 14th day of Sep- tom; it is an e-onomic question, but that a sergeant be detailed as caresemi leave the hospital
tember, A. D. 1907. it is ordered by race differences always accentuate taker of ordinanee and instructor of
recruits at the armory of the regithe court that a hearing be had upon economic tom pet It ions.
ment.
e same on the 2Sth day of Sep"I met, while In Hawaii and on
• mber. A. D. 1907, before rraid -court the
steamer coming (rem there ea
:iMuisvlie, said
l'AVETTE FARMERS
district, at If, San Francisco,
Mr. lehil, head of the
o'clock in the forenoon, or as near
AFTElt -SWISS LABOR.
consular division of the foreign of'hereto as practicable, and that no- nee
Lexington, Ky., Sept. 17,—A comof Japan, haring charge of Multie thereof be published one time itt
.
gration and ebmmerce. He is a very mittee of Fayette county farmers will
Paducah Sun, n newspaper printcapable man, who has had great ex- go to Frankfort this week to make a
3e-P AND BROADWAY
in said di.trict; and that al: known
perienee, and he has come over to personal application and request of
ESTABLISHED IUD
•eittore and other persons tn interstudy the situation_ lie will be tee'e the state board of agriculture and
may appear at said time and
forestrk for work hands. They are
shortly.
..,ce and show cause, if
Will Be
any they
"From various reliable sources I anxious to secure the Swiss immiVt', why the prayer of the said pet:ascertain that the.. administration of grants that are coming in this week.
I:toner should not be grantedJapan, the officials and government of
W.tness the Honorable Walter EvWisdom is something a man gets
Japan, discourage the emigration of
ans. judgefof the said court, and tile
its laborers. Such as come over only when he is too old for it to do
-el thereof, at Paducah. in said di,hire are stimulated to a certain ex- him much good.
at, on the 16th day of September,
On Account of Holiday,
tent by private labor bureeus"
A. D. 1907.

NO RACE PROBLEM

EAST TENNES§EE Te EPHONE CO.

Southern Store Co.

COOKING CONTESTS

FOR KENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on seciand, ahir
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

.

AMERICANVIMAN NATIONAL BANK

I PROGREEIVENESS
Show Your

I

Closed Wednesday

S

J.,R. PCRYEAR, Clerk.
PASTORS QUM PAY TOO LITTLE

INSURANCE AGENTS

ABRAIYI L. WEIL & CO.
Eire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,

Office Phones

N•ve 369

Stegan Boiler,

Bonds,
Plate Glue,
Cargo,
111d1,
Elevator.

Residence Phones

Old 726
New 726

Campbell Building, Paducah,Ky.

Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles
All H W4

Repairs
_

Electric Hose, the world's best, Per

ED. D. HANNAN
The Sanitary 1-3Iumber
Both Phones 201
132 S. Fourth St.
• - 325 Kentucky Avenue.

RAILROADS ESTABLISH
BIG TIE NURSERIES.

Pittsburg Minister* Make More Insur- Foreetere Appointed and Efforts
Production
ward
Follow
Four
ing Urea Than Sevin souls.
Yeare' Study,
Pittsburg. Sept. 17.— Declaring
there Is more money in insuring thee
Washington, Sept. 17.-- For four
than In saving souls, ministers of
years railroads have been co-operatPittsburg are forsaking the pulpit to
ing with the government in investiengage in the life insurance business.
gating the present tie supply, the Pos.
Within the last two years a score of
!abilities of planting trees for ties,
Pittsburg clergymen have given up
and metnods for prolonging the life
their charges for this work, and all
of ties through mechanical devices to
are making more money, they say,
lessen wear and thorough preservathan had they -remained with the
tive treatment.
church.
One of these, the Pennsylvania, Is
The last Pittsburg preacher to lay
the first to tippoInt a forester. Al
aside the cloth for the life insurance
ready 500,000 trees have been plan
business Is Rev. J. C. Carpenter, pas- ed,
and 681 acres of land near A,tor of the Washington Methodist EpIs toona,
Pa., will be stocked with chest
copal church. He told his congrega- nut and
white oak in the next two
tion Sunday he had resigned and that years.
The Santa Fe railroad has rehis resignation had been accepted. cently purchased
8330 acres near
He said:
San Diego:Cal., on which to groe
"I do not quit from rhoice, but timber for its own use..
A tract of
from necessity. It is not altogether 2C00 acres will be painted
to °twe,
a matter of money consideration, but elyptus.
The Lehigh Coal and Naviga
in consideration of the high coot of Con company will plant 278 acres
is
living. If ever the opportunity offers Carbon and Schuylkill counties, Pa.,
I will re-enter the ministry, but at with chestnut, European larch and
present there is not a living in it. The Scotch pine.
shortage of ministers today is OCCASThe Delaware and Hudson compatoned solely by the insufficient pay." ny, was led, by the results of a co
operative study with the forest ser•
FOR SALE.
vice, to appoint a forester. The Phil
Four rocerrhhout,e with hall, pantry, adelphia and'Reading Coal and
Iror
closets, front and back porchee; wfae company has been investigating
hoe
bit; good stable and other outbuild- mine props may be Made to last longinter. A real bargain, if sold by Octo- er through impregnating 1with creober 15, after that date, property wk. sote 'by the "open tank"
treatment
be for rent. Apia, to S. A. NUL 1102 Plans
We ben made for Bow -erection
South Fourth atisiCt
Oe .416.-• old of a -plairtgrettb a calmrsky
phone 984. '
8,00 ruble feet a liar.

or

•

DR. JAMES

HEAD-ACHE
POWDERS

CURE
Druggists

It's the only we
prescribed by
doctors. 4

Price 10c

.11111/6
,
Taanen,,pqrsa,,,

For sale red guarenteed by

W. B. MTHERSON
Watch the
Label

'this label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flowers,
—that youluoAtite-bew --

By lighting up your
place of business at
night. A flaming arc
will make your store
front as bright as day.
We pay for the arc,
you pay for the current.

•

The

Paducah Light& Power Co.
Admilmilltmmourase ,
-

S.

En.
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arras

s-

Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most cases are direct results
01! WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAMMATION OF THE BLADDER. The strain on the Kidneys and Inflamed membranes
lining the neck of the Bladder
producigg Pay paths.

LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CURE IT
ace tee
Two dosese give relief, and
one box wit mire any ordinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions,
Weak end Lame Back, Rheumatism and all irregularities of the
Kidneys and Bladder In both
men and women. Sold at 50
cents a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
bole agents for Paducah, or sent
by mail upon receipt of price to
hark Medicine Co., Louisville.
Ky.

))rill For Boys.
Mr. J. L. Hughes, inspector of
schools at Toronto, gives the following reasons in the Nation in Arms
why boys should drill:
"Boys like drill.
"It develops them physically.
"It trains them to be reeponsive,
ly obedient.
"It reveals the need of individual
training.
"It defines in a boy's mind a consciousness of the need of co-opera
Hon.
"Itelevelops a genuine patriotism,
not an arrogant or offensive conscious
fleas of national importance, but a
genuine faith in himself and his
country. Whets a boy wteee his country's uniform, and follows his country's flag, and keeps step to the pre
triotic music of -his country, he gets
a real patriotic spirit in his heart
and life. Such a spirit is one of the
basic elements of a strong and balanced moral character.
"When a boy learns drill in his
youth, he is ready throughout life to
take his place creditably in the Tanks
of a country or regiment.
"Drill makes boys executive and
the schools of the past have failed in
defining executive power."
You can tell how warm a woman's
hive for you is by her coolness after
you el! on her rival

Sour Stowe

"I need Ca:scants sod feel Ilke en..men. I hove
born •*offerer from drapepei• and sour stouter k
for the inst two yews. I have
taking m•dtdne end other drugs. but could dud no relitt r4n!y
tor a sheet Wise. I will recommend t'escarets to
lay frt•nda as the only three for IndlavetIOII eed
tour stosaw" and to keep kb* bowels in good soot-Mon. They are very nlee Mese."
limy, Steckler. Rauch Chunk. Pa.
Best for
The Bowels

Flamm" relatable Potent Teete Good, pa Gore,
or Gripe. We. Sc, Mr Newer
MN le balk. The den-lae tablet stamped CCC.
Otorenteed to core or your money Wolk.
Starling Ramody Co., Chicago or N.Y. gtpg

Saver Sicken, Weaken

ANNUAL SALE,TEl MILUOI BOLES
ME 11 AIEU WilialEn
t Ras
Oasaseuwe
so el. *waften

rss Big 44 for ni:uature
dtwherses,:ctlarnmatiow
Irritations or ulcorstiot
of m u c u a It membrane*
Promene. Cooliema.
Paj1* less, and not "arty
EIMISONTIMALDI. ...int or ocr•olioira.
Inalltateres
Sete by Draststab
or gent ia stela *rays*
a 1 s.
I', express. wawa/11 1k
Si W. ,r SI
,ttisv't? 7 .
I. I to se...

Nashvitte, Tenn., September
21, 22 and 23, round trip
$4.75, good returning until
September 30, account of
home owning.
Richmond, Va., September
29th to October 5th, round
trip $21.7 5,,. good returning
October 29th, aer.ount general
co ventio -rniseop al eh u re h •
Cortngton, Ky., September
16th and I-7111, round
trip
$10.20, returning September
21st, account Christian Missionary convention.
Louisville Ky., Septembee
14th to 21st, round trip $6.95,
returning until nteptember
account Kentucky state fair.
Jamestown, Va.
ExpradLion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
c18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Dot, .
Aret City Ticket Clem
R. M.PRATBER,
A pen t Union Detwit

Dallorrr,

ammememonmennowas,

FOR FIRING
COURIER-JOURNAL

A Rock in the Baltic

FREE

of
*The Triumphs of Eugene Valmont," "Tats," "In the Midst of
Alarms." "Speculations of John Steele," "The Victors." Etc.
_A u thor

41.

**" LIN 1.50

*

PAHL' 'All, SI 4.IlltoA DWI ;
or Evansville, Memphis or St. Louis.

N en/ York..

"You might Mire had torches," said
Dorothy. "My friend forgets she was
wishing the sailors held torches on
Rue suspended stairway up the ship's
side."
"I meant electrie torches, Edison
torches, of course."
Ketherine was dlipteased at the outlook. She Was extremely fond of
dancing, and here this complueent
young rune bad planted Witmer down
on a camp stool to talk of eleetricitya
"Miss Kielty. I am sorry that you
are disappainted at our display. Your
slight upon British electrical engineerlug leaves us unscathed, because this
has been done by a forelem meclutnic,
whom I wish to present to you."
"Oh, indisell" said Katherine, rather
In the usual tone of her elder sister.
"I don't dance with mechanics, thank
Yost-,
'
She emphasised the light fantastic
word, but the lieutenant did 4ot take
the hint. Ile merely laughed again iu
an exasperatingly good natured way
and said:
"Lady Angela is going to be Jack
Lament's partner for the next waltz."
"ob." said Katherine loftily, "Lady
Angela may dunce' with any blacksmith that plealtee her, but I don't. Pm
taking it for granted that Jack Lamont is your electrical tinsmith."
"Yee he Is, and I think him by all
odds; the finest fellow aboard this ship.
It's quite likely you have read about
his sister. She Is a year older than
Jack. very beautiful, cultured, everything that a grende dame stetted be.
yet she has given away her huge estate to the peasantry and works with
them in the fields, living as they do
and faring as they do. There was an
article about her in one of the French
reviews not long ago. She is called
the Princess Natalia."
"The Princess Natitlia!"echeed Katherine, turning her face toward the
young num. "How can prineesm Natalia be a sister of Jack Lamont? Did
P:14` marry some old prince and tnke to
the fields in distresta"
"Oh, no. Jack Lamont is a Ruesian.
He is called Prince Ivan Lermonton'
when be's at home, but we call hint
Jack Lamont for short. He's going to
help me on the Uneaten business I told
you of."
"What Russian businesar asked
Katherine. "I don't remember your
@Peaking of it."
Dorothy went white, edged a little
eray from her friend, while her widening eyes flashed a warning at the lieutenant, who, too late, remembered that
this eonversation on Ruesia hail taken
pines during the walk from the bank
The young man coughed slightly ItoWoe him open hand, reddened and
stammered:
"Oh, I thought I had told you. Didn't
I mention the prince to you as we were
coming here?"
"Not that I recollect." said Katherine. -Is he a real, genuine prince -a
right down regular, regular, regattas-.
_royal prince?"
"I don't know about the royalty, but
he's a prince In good standing In his
own land, and he Is also an exeellent
blacksmith." The lieutenant chuckled
a little. "He and his tester have both
been touched n good deal by Toistolan
doctrine. Jack is the most wonderful
Inventor, I thhik, that is at present on
the earth. Edison notwithstanding.
Why. he is just now engaged on a
scheme by whet he can float houses
from the monntains here down to New
Yotk. Float them- pipe line them
would perhaps be a better term. You
know they have pipe lines to carry
petroleum. 'Very well. Jack has it
solution that dissolves stone as white
sugar dissolves in tea, and be believes
be can run the fluid from the quarries
to where building is going on. It
seems that he then puts this liquid
into molds, and there you have the
stone again. I don't' understand the
process myself, but Jack tells site it's
marvelously cheap and marvelously effective. He picked up the idea front
nature onetime when he and I were
on our vacation at Detroit."
"Detroit, Mich.?'
"The Detroit river."
"Well, that runs between Michigan
and Canada."
"No, no; this is in France. I believe the real name of the river is the
Tarn. There's a gorge called Detroit
-the strait, you ktiowe Wonderful
pineeetremendoun ehnem.
You go
down in a boat, and nil the tributary
there pour into the main stream like
jets from the nozzle of a hose. They
tell we this is caused by the rain percolating through ,the dead leaver; on
the surface of the ground far above,
and thus the water becomes saturated
with carbonic acid gas and so dissolves
the limestone until the granite is
reached, and the granite forms the bed
of thee* underground rivers. It all
seemed to me very wonderful, but It
struck Jack on his scientific side, and
he has been experimenting ever since.
He says he'll be able to build a city
wills a hose next year."
"Where does he live?"
"On tint cruiser Just at present. I
was instrumental in getting him signed
on as John Lamont, end he passed
without question. No *ender, for he
has scientific degrees from all sorts of
German urAcersitiee, from Oxfoed and
eliweetespeetastritutions In the States:
When at home be lives In St. Petersburg.''
"Has he a palectt there?'

tete-tale Believe He Is a Pyromaniac
and Lumley Inquiry May lie
evideut, but the puzzle is .bat euesev
Asked for by Officials.
t he pigment to diaappear. Some
have believed that it is due to the
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
drying of the -hair, which reuses a
KENTCCEY.
1\1"EsTIGATION IS CONTINUED. shrinkage of its fires, and so allows
Work, Legal
BindJug,
Bank
Ileok
the
rethe entrance of air bubbles,
Ii action of light from which then4
Library Work • specialty.
gives the white appearanee.
lvt40
,
1111.1
(
a
u isv i Ile, Ky., Sept. 17.—ClarThe proof which is adduced iu sup"sth, here they come!"
euce Lott, the youth who was susport of this belief is that if a gray
alaaireeetFit;? I telioueht front the very pected of having stet fire to the Cour- heir be pig.into,the receive" of an air
METROPOLIS, ILL.
first that Lieutenant Drummond was ier-Journal building, has been locked
Pump and .the air is the exhausted
D. A. Bailey, prop,
too tail. If the prime expects me to Up.
the. color of the hair may return
call him 'your highness,' he'll be disNewest and best bowl lath. der,
Chief of Peeve elaager,had hint tamare or lees corupletetc7appointed."
sates $2.00.
Two large sample
ken into custody yesterday.
Nletchnikolf, the famous bactcriolo
"You are quite right, Kate. The
founts. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
Lots is charged with being a susgist. says the cause of grayneee is the
term would suit the lieutenant better."
the only cetr4rally located Hotel Is
"Dorothy, I believe you're jealous." pected felon.
mmetration into the hair of wanderlie city,
Colonel Mott Ayres, state fire mar-oh, no; Pan not!" said Dorothy,
ing celis, resembling the white blood
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE NO.
shaking her bead and laughing, and shal, stated that he bellaves that
corpusrlet. These cells, assisted by
then, "Hush!" she added as Katherine Clarence Lotz is a pyromaniac and
Lierrun.
other cells, the aggregation of which
was about to speak again.
a lunatic.
makes the hair, seize upon the granThe next moment the young men - He considers
that it is dangerous ules of pigment and destroy Wm.
stood before them, anti, Introductions
for Lots to be at large. It is underbeing soberly performed, the prince
N:arly everyone hate read of !
lost no time In begging Katherine to stood that Lott will be presented its stanees of the sudtien bleaching
favor him with a donee, to which re- the county court on the charge of the hair—even in a single night
quest the young woman was gracious- lunacy.
under the Influence of fear, grief o
Manufacturer of
ly pleased to accede without, however,
In the meantime Colonel Ayres wil:
some other Intense mental emotion.,
exhibiting too much haste about her continue his
investigation concern- That such cases have occurred is tee!
acceptance, and so they walked off to- ing
the origin of the two fires. For
doubted, but the explanation Is dl!'
4
gether.
present, there will be no furtheicult.
queetioning of witnesses.
There is no cure for gray hair s -(To be continued in next belie.)
Furetture Stored and Packed
After the second fire in the Courfar as is known. The use of curlinge
ier-Journal building Lotz, who was
44' CARBOLIC SALVE
W1E11111.
irons is said to retard its formation,'
103 leer us St
WITH ARNICA and WITCH HAZEL. seen on the floor where the liee origi- perhaps, if Metchnikoff is right.
The best Salve in the world for nated, told many conflicting stories,
destroying the.,aterity of the t"Cuts, Bruises. Sores, L'icers, Salt one of which was that he
had Nevi- which conatime'Sht. teentent.-Yostele•
Rheum, Tetter, Caapped Hands, and
eeincipatter on th.,• Lord s weal her,
all skin eruptions. It is guaranteed dente:1y dropped a match with which Companion.
to give saturfactren, or money re- he had lighted a cigar into a pile of
by jucks!"
funded. Price 25c by Druggists.
Inflammable material, thus starting
No
Kick
to
Register.
WILLIAMS' M'F'G. CO, Props.,
the th,-tructive baize. Later he adIf a man is satiated to make both
Cleveland, 0.
The people of the countryside had
mitted that he had no cigar.
ell& Reel. le is sure _tie have a wife
set apart a day to pray for -rain.
-Comfit' to the
meetine
Uncle who "thltiks he ought to snake them
PILES! PILES! PILES!
lap over
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment wit lists 1:?•' asked Farmer Stebbins.
"No!** thundered
Unclo Hank
cure Bind, Bleeding and
Itching
TENNESSEE
Piles. It absorbs the tumors, al:ays Hardpan. "If you want to hold a reRIVER l'Aelih,'T tX).11PANY
itching at once, acts as a poulece,
ligious populistie convention you'll
11044:Na --MANV .gives _Instant -relief- Williams' I
tjeclirveratedd
-Pile ClIntrneut is prepared for Piles have 1 ,, run r1 without nitd- -7'm a
E.ASV ONES.
and itching of the private parts. Sold
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER,
PADUCAH
AND
by druggists. mail 50c and SI tro. IVANSVILLE.
CAIRO LINE.
NV;Illarns' M'f'g Co., Props., Cleveland, 0.
1Vorked 'Time-Worn 4 'attars Bird 111141
saassitts sad Foduralt Pockets
Selielliitt—tdc0.4**1 IfdllOrted
WHY HAIR TURNS GRAV.
(Ialerparotod)
'
to Pollee but Too Late.
Puzzling Ouestiriti. for the Dusters—
White Hair of Youth.
heaves Paducah for Tennensee River
A grafter following the Wallace &
Every Wednesday at I p. In.
Although usually regarded as a
tiagenback circuses, did a land office sign of age, gray beta. or candies,
I, W.
....... Mame,
El'GEN111! ROBINSON
Clerk
business yeeterday near the show as it I* called In the language of medi
(Dal.y Except Sunday.)
This company- is not responsible
grotiod, lie had a canary bird which eine, is not always so. It may apSteamers Joe Fowler and John $
picked 'out different coloTd bits Of pear early in life, even in the teens. topklas, leave Paducah for .levan• for invoice charges uuless colleced by
the clerk of the boat.
card board from a mixed pile. Farm- In that case it usually affects younp 411Ie and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rates from Paduers were offered odds at $10-0 to $1 women rather than young men.
Special excursion rate now in e1. cah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
that the bird could not pick out the
A peculiarity about the gray hair bet from Paducah to Evansville and ; kin 18.0.0 . Leaves Paduca.h every
color they selected. One farmer, A. of the young is that it is almost al- bten, $4.,,0. Elegant inuale os
' s'edr,sis lay at s o m
Grimes, lost $30* and reported it to ways entirely white, and becomes so goat. Tab] unsurpassed_
the police. He bad watched a ,con- sticideniy.. All the hairs are equally
IIITEAMIslit DICK FOtVLICS
f. derate of the skin game operator affected, and one seldom sees the
KILL TM
win several times before venturing mixed color, or iron gray, so common
AND CURE THE
his $30. He failed to locate the In those of middle or advanced age. waves Pagrueah for Cairo and wa.
sandings
at
8
a.
m
s
-harps,
daily,
as
time
Sometimes
in
the
young, even in
grafter when he returned some
later in company eith a poliseman. children, there is one gray lock like *pt Sunday. Special excursion rates
an island In the sea of normally col- tow In efferA from Paducah to Calm
colored hair about it. This is sentare' tad return, with or without meals
THE GIRL AND THE BEE.
a family
peculiarity, occurring in Ind room. Good music and table an
torpassed
one
generation
after the other.
A Story of the Ignorance of a City
The cause oe the leeir turning grey
For further Information apply to
v.151 Botts Fret
OLDS
Girl.
Is something that puzzles the doctors I. A. Fowler General Pass /gent, in I AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
The city girl coming down to break The color of the hair is due to ths liven Few er, City Pass Agent, al I GUARANTEED SATISFACTOR
'crwier-Cru itaugh & Co's. sass
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
fast at the farm house and observing deposit of pigment in the interior of
and grayness follows the --• obsess. Ms II
a plate of honey on the table said, each hair,
loss of this pigment. That is self"Oh; I see you keep a
41111IninIMMIlealle
That's about the way some people
TAX PAVERS' NOTICE.
talk about the blight of baldness—
Paducah. Ky., Sept. 1, 1907.
just as if a bald head was something
You are hereby notified that all
one got all at once instead of being
persons clewing or having in their
depletion
by
an
inof
long
result
the
possession, or under their control as
sidious germ which thrives upon the
agent, guardian or committee, exehair
and
succumbs
to
roots of the
cutor, administrator, curator. trustee,
only one known remedy, Newbro's
receiver, commisaloner or otherwise,
ilerpicide.
realty, tar.gibie or intangible perNewbro'st Herpleide is not a tonic
sonal property, on the 15th day of
any more than electricity is a fluid. September. are required on or beIt is an exterminator, pure and sim- fore the 1st day of
October to give
ple.
the assessor a true and complete list
"Destroy the cause you remove the
of same, with true cash value thereof,
effect."
as of the 15th day of September.
Sold by leading druggists. Two under oath, upon forms to be fursizes, 54e and $1.00. Send Mc. In nished on application by said asstamps for sample to The Heriecide sessor at his office, and that all merCo., Detroit, Mich. W. B. McPherson, chants of the city doing business for
Special Agent.
themselves or others, shall in a like
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18 Tears' Success

Drummond laughed.
"He's got a blacksmith shop, with
two rooms above, aud I'm going to
stop with him for a few months as
soon tie I get my leave. When the
cruiser retches Eitel-and we pdy off,
and, I expect to have nothing to do
for six monthe. se Jack and I will
make for St. Peter-at:lune."
"Why do you cull him Lamont? Is
it taken front his real name of whatd'ye-callit off?"
"Lertnontoff? Yes. The Czar De
neer us souse time about the tee:tenet.:

rd

NEW STATE HOTEL

R. L. McMurtrie

Mattresses

"What Myron buAinrast" asked Kath,f the seventeenth centuryestablished a Scottish guard, just as Louis XI.
did in France 200 years before, and
there came over from Scotland Laments, carmichaels, Buchanans and
ethers, on whom were bestewed Wee
and estates, Prince.Ivan
S a detteendaint of the original Lamont,
who was an officer In the Scottish
guard of Russia."
"So he is really a Scotehman?"
"That's what I tell him when he annoys use, as I am by way of being a
Scotehrnae myself. Ah, the waltz is
ended. Will yeti-excuse we a moment
while I fetch his hIghnessa"
Dorothy inclined her head. and Katherine fairly beamed permission
"Oh, Dorothy," sbe exclaimed when
the lieutenant was out of hearing.
"think of it -a real prince. and my
ambition has never riseis higher than
a pa/try count or souse plebeian of
that sort. He's mine, Dorothy; I found
him first"
"I thought you had appropriated the
lieutenant?"
"What are lieuteuants to me? The
proud daughter of a captain, retired,
cannot stoop to a mere lieutenant."
"You wouldn't have to stoop far,
Kate, with so tall a luau as Mr. DrumMond."
"You are beginning to take metiete
aren't you, Dot? But I bestow the
lieutenant freely upon you. because
I'm going to dance with the prince,
even if I have to ask- him myself.
“She'll toddle away, as all aver,
With the lord high executioner.
Ah. here they come! Isn't he perfectly splendid? Look at his beard: Just
the color of a brand new twenty dollar geld Owe. See that broad ribbou
I wonder
diagonally across him.
what it moans? And gaze at thoee
scintillating orders on his breast:
Good gracious me, isn't he splendid?"
"Yes, for a blacksmith. I wonder if
he beat those stars out on bis anvil
Us isn't nearly so tall ns Lleutenaut
Drummond."
"Dorothy, I'll net allow you to disparage my tsrleee. TT er enit von be an

25c 1 pt. and bottle: 1()c rebate
for bottle.
3.e 2 pt. and bottle; 10C rebate
for bottle.

S. IL WINSTEAD
Premed Service en Telephone Orders.
Seventh and Broadway.

STEINER CLYDE

COUCH

LUNGS

-wi-TH Dr. King's
New. Discovery

FOR t+oucHs

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located al

TELMIONF 499

Denatured
Alcohol

15e 4 pt. and bottle; Sc rebate
for bottle.

ar. Lours .11,Nilo

We are ready for all kinds of hauling,

CHAFING DISH

Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any of its
offensive odor, Next time try
it in your chafing dish or alcohol heater; it will be a revelation to you. lie sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it,
Both Phones 756.

-

Cflauber's Stable.

For the

We take pleasure in announcing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics It is the most
economical and satisfactory fue
\ •
known.

GRAFTER

manner and in addition th3reto, state
HOBOES ENDER HOW ORGANIZE the highest amount in value of goods,
"WELFARE BROTHERHO(H)." wares and' merchandise, owned and
kept on hand for sale by said merNew York, Sept. 17.--Hoboes. chants, during the three months nexte
"beats," "down and outs" and Cox- preceding such 15th day of Septemeyes armyites of all- kinds, descrip- ber.
,
Prompt attention to this will says.
tions and colors gathered at the Manhattan leccum and organized a lo- property owners additional cost.
STEWART DICK, Assessor.
cal branch of the "Vetere BrotherOffice, Room 9, City Hall.
hood," the Masonry of trampdom.
Approved:
The gathering was one of the most
t) A Vorsi ear. Mayor.
remarkable since the days of the famous march' to Washington. The chief
organizer was James Fiadea How, of
St.'Louis. Tle,was attsimbed by "lien"
Reitman, the "hobo king" from ChiFor beau t fy I ng eur yards and
cago.
estimates on flower beds we
Dr. Ella Jennings, of Harlem, hail
will call and ace you. Phone
the distinction of being the only woSchmaus Bros, for tie: largest
and most complete stock of
man present. She says that she Byrndowers and plants in the city.
pathiteg seretteteit with- the hobo ti At
Frii• delivery to any
Cite smog not realist 'the temptation
part
the city.
meeting,
Iof attending the
I ,

FLOWERS

I

or
SCHMAUS BROS.

Now to work an embroidered slipper- First catch Your boy, and then—

Itioth Phonon 193.7

GOOD WHISKY
IS A NECESSITY

It is needed- for the sick as a
tonic and stimulant.

Early Times
And

. Jack Beam
summers old.
The government stamp shows a guaranteed age,
hence.proper maturity:

Nine

G St714.-misig
"
"
1 4"41Pirmw
retails
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, Le'
tra.eeeseesesnnwenswennsillessmamonn•weeerl

A

udi,9killip$d Co.
WHOLESALE 4 RETAIL
DRYGOODS-CARPETS-SHOES-MI LLINERY
LADIES READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS
Z19-223 BROADWAY

Eisplaq ofkrse6how fhlaterials
-and
"rfo.s

.

Yall `Opening
'evening 2iateria1s

6triking aJailor Juitei
chursdaq
deptember ,aneteenth
we Will have our
Annual *and Sisplag
of /all and
Xorse 6how materials
Zieu are cordiallq
invited

,Wandsome `evening Wrapg
Sr.MI 6in; Vostumeg
On this occasion we will show the
prettiest and most complete array
of Handsome Ready - to-Wear
- Garments and Horse Show accessories ever displayed in this city.
Don't miss seeing them.

:Worse holv Sowns
Sressq Vostuming
We sincerely hope that you will
avail yourself of this opportunity
of coming in touch and seeing our
complete line of materials preceding this "Gala Week" in preparation for your fall supplies.

2irs. Sirardefis
21il1inertitpeninig

.9"ailor 6uits
6i1k `Costumes
`evening Wraps
Vaigbi
vening 3ilks

crepe de Vhine4
fi)larquigettes
Yanot "Teto
,roadeloths
Vlaid

.-icrcnd Ylcer

Riding P300i3
gartq 61ippers
Walking 2oet:s
Xo;re

Ye

Saintit neckwear

'opera Zags
Auto Zap
dhopping Zags

udI(,Ykillip tfi

flaitered Zelts
Auto Voat:c

arig,J

'vening
9riving Yloves
eng Sriving
Slove$
Vhamebi Stoves

IS -,23 IIPIOADWAY

tteriithing 'cu 'feed for Yall

%tato 2 to 5

Vilusic 2 to 5
Sinr-e-eessawaintairessimimmienettetne

trio* of Milwaukee, is visiting Ills get him home which seemed to make
him mad, and determined to drink
father, Beuben Starkes.
Robert Lyton, sheriff, has been to more, and when they refused rtf sell
‘IETROPOLls, 11.1..
it to him, he got bad and finally
Chester with prisoners.
Allan Fisher, better kre:wn here as landed in the City Hotel to repent of
Allan Jones, Is getting quite a repu- his had ways.
-el_ Ile. Sun tation as a singer.
By special att ,iti4..in,
Ear: Slater, who has employment
I'
will print a Me
as oftr%
George Wilson. of Paducah, vis- in Paducah, Stialayed at home.
as three times a weck. The Sun is ited relatives
and friends in this city
Miss vete Mulkey, .who has been
delivered by reittilar carrier in Me- last
week.
visiting in Cairo fcfr some time, has
tropolis ev...ri• eveuimr.
Mr. and Mrs. .1. C. Sheets Nave retuined home.
gone to Mayfield. Ky., to make their
Ernest Mathis is ;visiting home• There was. a celoied excursion home with Miss Beulah Sheets.
folks.
down from Palw-ah F:iday tilght. It
Miss_Sudie Scofield Is spending the- Henry.Kraper has accepted the poseems that on some reeent exeursiona fall. with her brother• at Hansen, sition as foreman of Kraper's Esplaof colortti peop:e from Paducah tha,t Neb.
no cigar factorY•
they tried to take ti'. town, An exRev. and Mrs. J. T. Henson have
Otto Dye and Mies Fannie Hedge.
tra_ police was put on for this (sea- returned from Kentucky, where they of East Metropolis. were
Matriel
Rion and when one looked some oth- have been conducting a protracted Sunday night at 7:30,o'clack at the
er dirktIon, than straight ahead he meeting.
residence of Fred Rhealmyer.
C 0 OVC
op- --Mi. H. ('boat Is visiting her daughan
Morris Ferrel and Chares Lenard.
ulls juice Is bad on strangers.
ter at East St. - Louie.
two popular young men, have teasel
Elmer nrey loaded tip with lire
J. Lewis Starkes, a printer, fiv.•
the MeCarney opera 'house fro this
Paditc-ih. hut water S
-day. His sister tried to
merly of this pare
next season. They will repair it son

Millinery Opening
Thursday and Friday
September 19 and 20

ZULA COBBS

batter), $5 and costs; Elmer Grey,'
drunk, $3 and costs; tylle Eylas. Provoking breach of peace, $5 and costs It

AFTER THIRTEEN l'EARS
Develops That Wttliam Evans
Never ('
Ij4,ed Crime.

JOPLIN
'
l'ITIZENS PLAN
TO CATCH DYNAMITER.' 'San Francisco. Sept. 17.—After
having served thirteen years in San
Joplin, Mz., Sept. 17,—Severs! Quentin penitentiary, it
developed
hundred citizens attended the mass yesterday that William Evans, one of
meeting called by President W. A. the convicts, is an innocent
man.
Sanford of the Commercial club and Proof positive that he did not comMayor J. F. Osborne at the Commer- mit the crime for whieh he was sets
cial clubrooms today, to coneider ten-ed is now In the hands of the
ways and means of apprehending the proper authorities. The judge who
party who dynamited the News-Her- passed the seritenee declares Evans
ald p:ant. last Friday night.
is Innocent, the man who prosecuted
The Dinti raised to be applied as a him made a death bed_statement that
reward for the arrest and conviction he was innocent, and in a short time
of the parties was _delivered to s Evans will be allowed to leave the
committee of_five, delegated _t_9_ take
charge of the task of running down Deill
Evte
ali
ntslaw
riaTs convicted in
Amador
the criminal, and another subscrip- county for burglary and sentenced to
tion to be applied to defraying the life imprisonment.
expenses of such a quest was raised.
This amounted to $690.
MINERS KILLED BY EX PIA)SION.
the theater going people ean expect
The project of raising a reward of
line.
that
elasein
something first.
$10,000 was dropped, as it was be- Premettne Discharge of Dynamite
T. E. Willis and wife of Memphis,
hewed this would result in the framr4eits
erg! Lives.
are•vielting their parents.
ing of evidence against innocent parties and a conviction, regardless ot
Washington, Ga., Sept. 17.--InforPolice ( part.
the guilt or innocence. of the accue- illation was received here today of a
Amanda Dodson. drunk. $3 and ed. It is probable that a reward disastrous explosion last
night at
rests: Henry liarfield, drunk, $ A and of about $2,004 will he given by-the the Columbia gold
mine, • in 4lis
provoking city anti the remaining fond expend- county. The exploeion was the re
costs:
Alice NN'atern,
bregeb of .peai e, $3 and costs; Elle.ed
.,Pretztatti re ischarge!
1a.11.-441s
.hiriag
essault and battery. $3
charge of dynamite and caused the
ad costs; At Knot, drunk, 13 anti
The only way to avoid making mis- lois of several lives. Telephone lines
rums; Tribe Marshal, drunk. $2 and takes Is to alt back and not StiSOM pi to the mine are out of order and decosts; Lewis Nelkamp, assault and to do anytb it '
tails are r1.-‘t
HIlwe

f SUBKRIBE FOR ThE SUN-TEN CENTS A WEEK

Mrs. A. C. Clark's
Opening Exhibit and
sale of

Horse- -Sbow Hats
Tailored Hats
with all the latest "creations in New Autumn
Millinery

Thursday, Sept. 19th
Open Thursday evening 7 to 9 o'clock.
Secondfloor L. R. Ogilvie & Co.
—Ansi7.-

Souvenirs

4

